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ABSTRACT
A “botnet” is a network of compromised computers (bots) that are controlled by an
attacker (botmasters). Botnets are one of the most serious threats to today’s Internet; they
are the root cause of many current Internet attacks, such as email spam, distributed denial
of service (DDoS) attacks , click fraud, etc. There have been many researches on how to
detect, monitor, and defend against botnets that have appeared and their attack techniques.
However, it is equally important for us to investigate possible attack techniques that could
be used by the next generation botnets, and develop eﬀective defense techniques accordingly
in order to be well prepared for future botnet attacks.
In this dissertation, we focus on two areas of the next generation botnet attacks and
defenses: the peer-to-peer (P2P) structured botnets and the possible honeypot detection
techniques used by future botnets.
Currently, most botnets have centralized command and control (C&C) architecture.
However, P2P structured botnets have gradually emerged as a new advanced form of botnets. Without C&C servers, P2P botnets are more resilient to defense countermeasures than
traditional centralized botnets.
Therefore, we ﬁrst systematically study P2P botnets along multiple dimensions: bot candidate selection, network construction and C&C mechanisms and communication protocols.
As a further illustration of P2P botnets, we then present the design of an advanced hybrid
P2P botnet, which could be developed by botmasters in the near future. Compared with
current botnets, the proposed botnet is harder to be shut down, monitored, and hijacked. It
provides robust network connectivity, individualized encryption and control traﬃc dispersion,
limited botnet exposure by each bot, and easy monitoring and recovery by its botmaster.
We suggest and analyze several possible defenses against this advanced botnet.
Upon our understanding of P2P botnets, we turn our focus to P2P botnet countermeasures. We provide mathematical analysis of two P2P botnet mitigation approaches — index
iii

poisoning defense and Sybil defense, and one monitoring technique - passive monitoring.
We are able to give analytical results to evaluate their performance. And simulation-based
experiments show that our analysis is accurate.
Besides P2P botnets, we investigate honeypot-aware botnets as well. This is because
honeypot techniques have been widely used in botnet defense systems, botmasters will have
to ﬁnd ways to detect honeypots in order to protect and secure their botnets. We point out
a general honeypot-aware principle, that is security professionals deploying honeypots have
liability constraint such that they cannot allow their honeypots to participate in real attacks
that could cause damage to others, while attackers do not need to follow this constraint.
Based on this principle, a hardware- and software- independent honeypot detection methodology is proposed. We present possible honeypot detection techniques that can be used in
both centralized botnets and P2P botnets. Our experiments show that current standard honeypot and honeynet programs are vulnerable to the proposed honeypot detection techniques.
In the meantime, we discuss some guidelines for defending against general honeypot-aware
botnet attacks.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivations

A “botnet” is a network of compromised computers (“bots”) running malicious software,
usually installed via all kinds of attacking techniques such as Trojan horses, worms and
viruses. These zombie computers are remotely under the control of a single entity (“botmaster”). Botnets with a large number of computers have enormous cumulative bandwidth
and powerful computing capability. They are exploited by botmasters for initiating various
malicious activities, such as email spam, click fraud, distributed denial-of-service (DDOS)
attacks, password cracking, key logging and etc. And now botnets are the main cause of
these attacks.
Back in 2007, between 100 million and 150 million of the 600 million PCs on the Internet
are under the control of hackers [1]. As of 2006, researchers have put the average botnet
size around 20,000 compromised machines [89]. Later on in 2007, it was shown that the
size of botnet like Storm botnet ranged from 1 to millions [62] and in 2008 concurrent online
Storm nodes [64] were between 5,000 and 40,000 [63]. According to a report from Symantec’s
MessageLabs, only in June 2009, 90.4% of all e-mails are spam, however, about 83.2% of
spam are sent by botnets [25]. Botnets have become one of the most signiﬁcant threats to
the Internet.
There have been many researches on botnet detection, monitoring and shutdown, such
as [50, 43, 97, 32, 58]. However, they focus mainly on botnets that have appeared in the
past several years, studying the behaviors of those botnets and developing corresponding
detection, monitoring and shutdown techniques. Such research is essential and critical for
building our defense systems against current botnets, but they may become ineﬀective if
botmasters advance the attack techniques to create new generation botnets. Without looking
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forward, we would always stay one step behind botmasters. However, it is equally important
for us to investigate possible attack techniques that could be used by the next generation
botnets, and develop eﬀective defense techniques accordingly in order to be well prepared
for future botnet attacks.
In this dissertation, we focus on two areas of the next generation botnet attacks and
defenses: the peer-to-peer (P2P) structured botnets and the possible honeypot detection
techniques used by future botnets.

1.2

Proposed Work and Contributions

In this section, we give an overview of the proposed work on the next generation botnet
attacks and defenses. Before the detailed discussion, we would like to summarize our major
contributions, which are listed as follows.
• We systematically study P2P botnets along multiple dimensions: infection vectors,
bot candidate selection, bootstrap procedure, network structure, C&C mechanisms
and communication protocols [125].
• An advanced hybrid peer-to-peer botnet is presented [124]. Compared with current
botnets, the proposed one is much harder to be shut down or monitored. It provides
robust network connectivity, individualized encryption and control traﬃc dispersion,
limited botnet exposure by each captured bot, and easy monitoring and recovery by
its botmaster.
• We present a number of countermeasures to defend against P2P botnets [125]. Our
study on index poisoning defense and Sybil defense shows that both of defense approaches share a common scheme, which leads us to analytical work on the evaluation
of their performance. In addition, we address the eﬀectiveness of passive monitoring of
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P2P botnets by providing a lower bound for the number of bots that a node controlled
by defenders can monitor.
• We develop a Kademlia-based P2P botnet simulator. All the analytical work on P2P
botnet mitigation presented in this dissertation have been shown to be accurate by
simulation-based experiments.
• For honeypot-aware botnets, we introduce various means by which attackers could
detect honeypots in their constructed botnets based on a principle which has to be
complied by defenders but not attackers [126]. On the other hand, we discuss possible
directions for defenses against such honeypot-aware botnets.

1.2.1

Peer-to-Peer Botnets

Most botnets that have appeared until now have a common centralized architecture.
That is, bots in the botnet connect directly to some special hosts, which are referred as
“command-and-control ” (C&C) servers. These C&C servers receive commands from their
botmaster and forward them to the other bots in the network. We call a botnet with such
a control communication architecture a “centralized botnet”. Fig. 1.1(a) shows the basic
control communication architecture for a typical centralized botnet (in reality, a centralized
botnet usually has more than two C&C servers). Arrows represent the directions of network
connections.
Today, centralized botnets are still widely used. Among them, Internet relay chat (IRC)based botnets [132] are the most popular ones, which use IRC [68] to facilitate command
and control communication between bots and botmasters. This centralized architecture is
easy to construct and very eﬃcient in distributing botmaster’s commands; however, it has a
single point of failure - the C&C server. Shutting down the IRC server would cause all the
bots lose contact with their botmaster. In addition, defenders can also easily monitor the
botnet by creating a decoy to join the speciﬁed IRC channel.
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(a). Centralized Botnet

(b). P2P Botnet

Figure 1.1: Two botnet architectures
Recently, peer-to-peer (P2P) botnets, such as Trojan.Peacomm botnet, Storm botnet and
its newly improved version Waledac botnet, have emerged, as attackers gradually realize the
limitations of traditional centralized botnets. “Peer-to-peer botnets” are deﬁned as botnets
that rely on peer-to-peer communication mechanisms to facilitate the command and control
by their botmasters. There are diﬀerent ways for a P2P botnet to utilize P2P communication
for its command and control. For example, a P2P botnet could use a P2P network (either
an existing P2P network, or a unique P2P network formed by its bot members) to directly
disseminate its botmaster’s commands to all bot members, or it could use a P2P network to
disseminate the IP addresses of C&C servers to bot members (like what Storm botnet [110]
does, which utilizes an existing P2P protocol to form a hierarchical multi-tier command
and control architecture). Due to the fundamental distributive nature of P2P networks,
P2P botnets are robust against removal of bots and C&C servers, and have shown great
advantages over traditional centralized botnets. As the next generation of botnets, they are
more robust and diﬃcult for security community to defend against.
Researchers have started to pay attention to P2P botnets. Trojan.Peacomm botnet,
Stormnet and Waledac botnet have been detailedly dissected in literature [57, 64, 91, 53, 111,
88]. However, in order to eﬀectively ﬁght against this new form of botnets, enumerating
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every individual P2P botnet we have seen in the wild is not enough. Instead, we need to
study P2P botnets in a systematic way.
Therefore in this dissertation we aim to study P2P botnets from three aspects and address
the following questions:
P2P Botnets Themselves How is a P2P botnet is constructed? And how do bot members
communicate with each other and their botmaster?
From Attackers’ Perspective How to build a P2P botnet and make it easy to control
and more robust and resilient to defense techniques?
From Defenders’ Perspective How to mitigate P2P botnets? And how to evaluate the
P2P botnet countermeasures and make them more eﬀective?
First we start with analyzing P2P botnets. We consider the life cycle of a P2P botnet is
a three-stage process, which is composed of bot selection, network construction and botnet
operation (e.g. C&C communication). During each stage, diﬀerent P2P botnets may use
diﬀerent mechanisms. We present most common mechanisms from multiple aspects, such as
the design details, their advantages and limitations, etc.
To further illustrate our study on P2P botnets, we present an advanced hybrid P2P
botnet. We eliminate the bootstrap procedure, which could be a single point of failure
during botnet construction. Each bot only knows limited number of bot members, and the
encrypted commands are passed by the ones with stable and static IP addresses. These
features improve the botnet’s resilience against inﬁltration. Moreover, we ﬁnd a way to
make the botnet more robust by balancing the connections among bots. In one word, the
design of this botnet overcomes some of the challenges faced by botmasters, which will be
discussed in the later chapter, and give us a good understanding of how a future P2P botnet
might be.
However, our ultimate goal is to be able to better ﬁght against P2P botnets, a new
generation of botnets. Therefore we study possible P2P botnet countermeasures, such as
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botnet detection, monitoring, and shutdown. Because of the similarities shared by all botnets, some techniques which are applied to traditional centralized botnets can also be used
for P2P botnet mitigation with modiﬁcations, e.g. Holz et al. [64] adapted the technique of
botnet tracking to study Storm botnet, which is a P2P based botnet. On the other hand,
P2P botnets have their own features which could be leveraged by defenders. For example,
index poisoning defense and Sybil defense are very eﬀective techniques aiming at a certain
type of P2P botnets, such as Stormnet and Trajon.Peacomm, by taking advantage of the
speciﬁc C&C communication design of this type of P2P botnets. We give detailed studies on
index poisoning defense and Sybil defense techniques, present analytical work on evaluation
of their performance. Furthermore, passive monitoring as an eﬀective method to capture
bots in P2P botnet is discussed and analyzed as well.

1.2.2

Honeypot Detection

“Honeypot” is a decoy computer system putting on a network as bait for attackers to
attack [65]. In recent years, honeypots have become popular and been widely studied by
security researchers and industry. Many successful honeypot-based attack analysis and detection systems have been designed, such as [45, 93, 67]. As more people deploy honeypots
in botnet monitoring and defense systems, botmasters will sooner or later modify their bot
codes to ﬁnd ways to avoid honeypot traps. Therefore, we should study honeypot avoidance
techniques that could be deployed by botmasters in their next generation botnets in order
for us to design better and long-lasting honeypot-based defense systems.
Current honeypot detection techniques discussed in the literature are usually based on
hardware or software behavior diﬀerences between honeypots and real machines, e.g., by
detecting VMware or other emulated virtual environments [102, 44], or by detecting the
speciﬁc honeypot program’s faulty responses [21]. However, these honeypot detection techniques target narrowly to speciﬁc honeypot conﬁgurations; they are not suitable for botnets
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since botnets ﬁnd and compromise computers automatically and could face with any type
of honeypot conﬁgurations.
For these reasons, botmasters will develop and deploy a general-purpose honeypot detection technique in their next generation botnets. We propose and investigate such a
general-purpose honeypot detection principle: security professionals deploying honeypots
have liability constraint, either legally or ethnically, such that they cannot allow their honeypots to participate in real attacks that could cause damage to others, while attackers do
not have this constraint. Botmasters could detect honeypots in their botnets by checking
whether compromised machines in a botnet can successfully send out unmodiﬁed malicious
traﬃc. Based on this principle, we present honeypot detection techniques which work in
both centralized botnets and P2P botnets.

1.3

Organization of the Dissertation

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides background
knowledge and literature review in related areas. Chapter 3 gives a detailed systematic
study on P2P botnets. An advanced hybrid P2P botnet is proposed in Chapter 4. Then we
present possible P2P botnet countermeasures and especially study index poisoning defense,
Sybil defense and passive monitoring techniques in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we focus
on honeypot-aware botnets, and propose a honeypot detection methodology with detailed
discussion. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and discusses our future work.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The technology to remotely control compromised computers ﬁrst surfaced in late 1999
when SANS Institute researchers discovered remotely executable code on thousands of Windows machines [94]. Since then, more and more botnets start to emerge, such as Slapper [28],
Sinit [15], Phatbot [12], Nugache [77], Kraken botnet [7], etc. Among them, P2P botnets,
like Trojan.Peacomm botnet [57] and Stormnet [64], appeared in recent years to be a new
form of botnets. Accordingly, security researchers and professionals spend lots of eﬀort on
botnet defense. And honeypot-based attack analysis and detection systems have shown to
be successful. So it is highly possible that attackers will promote botnets with the ability
to detect honeypots. Peer-to-peer botnets and honeypot-aware botnets are the key points
of this dissertation, we will give some background knowledge and a review of recent related
work on peer-to-peer networks, botnets and honeypot techniques in this chapter.

2.1

Peer-to-Peer Networks

A P2P network is a computer network in which two or more computers are connected
and share resources (content, storage, CPU cycles) by direct exchange, rather than going to
a server or authority which manages centralized resources [27]. Today one of the major uses
of P2P networks is ﬁle-sharing, and there are various P2P ﬁle-sharing applications, such as
eMule [5], Lime Wire [8], BitTorrent [2]. P2P networks can be distinguished in terms of
their centralization and structure [27].
Speaking of overlay network centralization, there are two categories (Table 2.1).
Centralized Architectures In this class of P2P networks, there is a central server which
maintains directories of metadata and routing information, processes ﬁle search requests
and coordinates download among peers. Napster [10] was the ﬁrst widely-used P2P sharing
application, which used this centralized architecture. It had a central site, which receives
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search, browse or ﬁle transfer requests sent by peers, and sends responses back to them. But
the central site does not participate in actual ﬁle downloading. Obviously this central site
is a single point of failure and limits network scalability and robustness.
Decentralized Architectures In this class of P2P networks there is no central server. All
requests are handled by peers within the network. In purely decentralized architectures, each
peer behaviors exactly the same. They act as a server when processing a ﬁle search query,
and as a client when requesting a ﬁle. However in partially decentralized architectures, peers
with better computing ability and network bandwidth have the chance to be promoted and
become “super peers” playing a more important role in the network. Gnutella network [6]
is a partially decentralized P2P network. Normal peers (so- called leaf peers) in Gnutella
network is connected to at least one super peer (so-called ultrapeer) and can only send
queries to its ultrapeers. An ultrapeer maintains a table of hash values of ﬁles which are
available in its local leaf peers. Only ultrapeers can forward messages. Therefore, from the
leaf peer’s perspective, an ultrapeer acts as a local server.
Table 2.1: Classiﬁcation based on centralization
Category
Network or Protocol Applications
Centralized
Napster
Napster
Purely

Gnutella (before 2001)

LimeWire

Partially

Gnutella (after 2001)
FastTrack

LimeWire
Kazaa

Decentralized

Table 2.2: Classiﬁcation based on structure
Category
Network or Protocol
Applications
Structured
Overnet
eDonkey2000, eMule
Unstructured

Gnutella

LimeWire

P2P networks can also be classiﬁed as either unstructured or structured networks (Table
2.2).
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Unstructured In unstructured P2P networks, content location is completely unrelated to
the network topology. A query usually ﬂooded throughout the network, or forwarded in
depth-ﬁrst or breadth-ﬁrst manner, until a query hit is reached or queries expire. Gnutella
network is unstructured. Ultrapeers forward queries to its neighboring ultrapeers, and the
query hit will be sent back along the same route as the search query.
Structured In structured P2P networks, a mapping is created between the content (e.g., ﬁle
identiﬁer) and its location (e.g., node address). A distributed hash table (DHT) for routing
is usually implemented in this type of network. CAN, Chord, Pastry, and Tapestry are the
ﬁrst four DHTs introduced in academia [99]. Kademlia [83] is another DHT algorithm, which
has been used in Overnet [11], eMule [5] and BitTorrent [2].

2.2

Botnets

Botnet, networks of compromised computers running malicious software and controlled
by attackers, is one of the most signiﬁcant threats to Internet. Therefore, botnet research is
very active in the ﬁeld of network security.
There have been some systematic studies on general botnets. Barfor and Yegneswaran
[32] studied and compared four widely-used IRC-based botnets from seven aspects: botnet
control mechanisms, host control mechanisms, propagation mechanisms, exploits, delivery
mechanisms, obfuscation and deception mechanisms. Considering aspects such as attacking
behavior, C&C model, rally mechanism, communication protocol, evasion technique and
other observable activities, Trend Micro [85] proposed a taxonomy of botnet threads. In [46]
Dagon et al., also presented a taxonomy for botnets but from a diﬀerent perspective. Their
taxonomy focuses on the botnet structure and utility. And in 2008, a botnet research survey
[131] done by Zhu et al., classiﬁed recent research work on botnets into three categories: bot
anatomy, wide-area measurement study and botnet modeling and future botnet prediction.
Recently, Bailey et al., presented another survey, which provided an overview of current
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botnets, discussed how diﬀerent types of networks can aﬀect the eﬀectiveness of botnet
detection mechanism, and talked about various detection techniques that have been proposed
[31].What diﬀers our work from theirs is that we focus on newly appeared P2P botnets,
and try to understand P2P botnets along four dimensions: P2P botnet construction, C&C
mechanisms, measurements and defenses.
As we discussed earlier in Chapter 1, P2P botnets is a new form of botnets. They have
appeared in recent years and obtained people’s attention. In [57] Grizzard et al., conducted
a case study on Trojan.Peacomm botnet. Later on, Holz et al., adapted tracking technique
used to mitigate IRC-based botnets and extended it to analyze Storm worm botnets [64].
Trojan.Peacomm botnet and Stormnet are two typical P2P botnets. Although bots in these
two botnets are infected by two diﬀerent malware, Trojan.Peacomm and Storm worm respectively, both of their C&C mechanisms are based on Kademlia [83], which is a DHT routing
protocol designed for decentralized P2P networks. And a botnet protocol which is also based
on Kademlia was proposed by Starnberger et al. [107]. Moreover, to be well prepared for the
future, some other botnets whose architecture is similar to P2P architecture, such as super
botnet [121] and the Loosely Coupled P2P botnet (lcbot) [39], have been presented as well.
Researchers are also trying to model P2P botnet propagation. In recent work [100],
Ruitenbeek and Sanders presented a stochastic model of the creation of a P2P botnet. In [47],
Dagon et al., proposed a diurnal propagation model for computer online/oﬄine behaviors
and showed that regional bias in infection will aﬀect the overall growth of the botnet. [98]
formulated an analytical model that emulates the mechanics of a decentralized Gnutella type
of peer network and studied the spread of malware on such networks. Both [129] and [118]
presented an analytical propagation model of P2P worms, but the former targets topological
scan based P2P worms, while the latter targets passive scan based P2P worms.
Meanwhile, there has been an enormous amount of work on botnet detection and mitigation. Wurzinger et al. presented an approach to automatically generate models for botnet
detection [127]. Their models are generated based on the fact that every bot responds to the
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botmaster in a speciﬁc way. Researchers try to distinguish bot behavior from human behavior, in order to detect botnets. For example, in [81], malicious channels created by bots are
diﬀerentiated from normal traﬃc generated by human beings; and in [60], hypothesis testing
is used to separate botnet C&C dialogs from human-human conversations. Pattern recognition approaches and clustering algorithms are widely used for botnet detection. Chang and
Daniels proposed a node behavior proﬁling approach to capture the node behavior clusters
in a network for botnet C&C communication detection [38]. And a Bayesian approach for
detecting bots based on the similarity of their DNS traﬃc to that of known bots is presented
in [119]. In addition, Gu et al., proposed three botnet detection systems: BotMiner [58]
– a botnet detection framework by performing cross cluster correlation on captured communication and malicious traﬃc, BotSniﬀer [61] – a system that can identify botnet C&C
channels in a local area network based on the observation that bots within the same botnet
will demonstrate spatial-temporal correlation and similarity and BotHunter [59] – a bot detection system using IDS-Driven Dialog Correlation according to deﬁned bot infection dialog
model.
Furthermore, botnet inﬁltration and monitoring is also an very active topic in botnet
research community. Li et al. [78], monitored botnets probing activities and addressed the
problems like botnet’s scanning strategies and attack target selection policies. In [70], Kanich
et al., pointed out a number of challenges that arise in using crawling to measure the size,
topology, and dynamism of distributed botnets. People inﬁltrate speciﬁc botnets, such as
MegaD botnet [42], Torpig bot [113] and [88], in order to understand their architectures,
communication protocols, behaviors, etc. In addition, inﬁltration and monitoring can be
very helpful for ﬁghting against malicious activities. In [90,75,76], the data collected through
inﬁltrating and monitoring botnets are used for spam detection and analysis.
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2.3

Honeypots

A honeypot is a special constructed computer or network trap designed to attract and
detect malicious attacks [54]. Two or more honeypots on a network form a honeynet.
Honeypots and honeynets are eﬀective detection and defense techniques, and hence there
has been much recent research in this area. Provos [93] presented “honeyd,” a honeypot
software package that makes large-scale honeynet monitoring possible. Dagon et al. [45] presented the “HoneyStat” system to use coordinated honeypots to detect worm infections in
local networks. Jiang and Xu [67] presented a virtual honeynet system that has a distributed
presence and centralized operation. Bailey et al. [30] presented a globally distributed, hybrid, honeypot-based monitoring architecture which deploys low-interaction honeypots as
the frontend content ﬁlters and high-interaction honeypots to capture detailed attack trafﬁc. Vrable et al. [122] presented several eﬀective methods to design large-scale honeynet
systems capable of obtaining high-ﬁdelity attack data, which they called “Potemkin”. Tang
and Chen [117] presented a novel “double-honeypot” detection system to eﬀectively detect
Internet worm attacks. Anagnostakis et al. [26] presented a way to use a “shadow honeypot”
to conduct real-time host-based attack detection and defense.
Furthermore, in the ﬁeld of ﬁghting against botnets, McCarty [84] discussed how to use a
honeynet to monitor botnets. There are two techniques to monitor botnet activities. The ﬁrst
technique is to allow honeypots or honeynets to be compromised and join a botnet [43,55,29].
Behaving as normal “bots” in the botnet, these honeypot spies provide valuable information
of the monitored botnet activities. With the help from Dynamic DNS service providers, the
second technique is to hijack C&C server in botnets to monitor the command and control
communications in botnets [47]. This was accomplished by redirecting the servers’ DNS
mapping to a botnet monitor.
There has been some research in discovering and concealing honeypots. Provos [93]
discussed how to vividly simulate the routing topology and services of a virtual network by
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tailoring honeyd’s response. GenII honeynets [92] allow a limited number of packets to be
sent out from an infected honeynet. From the botmaster’s perspective, some hardware or
software speciﬁc means have always been available to detect infected honeypots (e.g. by
detecting VMware [4] or another emulated virtual environment [102, 44], or by detecting the
honeypot program’s faulty responses [21].) However, there has been no systematic research
on honeypot detection based on a general methodology.
Krawetz [73] introduced the commercial anti-honeypot spamming tool, “Send-Safe’s Honeypot Hunter”. On a spammer’s computer, the tool is used to detect honeypot open proxies
by testing whether the remote open proxy can send email back to the spammer. This antihoneypot tool uses the similar approach presented in this paper. It can be treated as a
special realization of the methodology presented here, but it is only eﬀective for detecting
open proxy honeypots.
Bethencourt et al. [34] presented a method for attackers to use intelligent probings to
detect the location of Internet security sensors (including honeypots) based on their public
report statistics. In this dissertation, we present a general honeypot detection approach that
does not require a honeypot to publish its monitored statistics.
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CHAPTER 3: PEER-TO-PEER BOTNET DISSECTION

3.1

Introduction

The life cycle of botnets is composed of three stages. Stage one - recruiting members, a
botmaster needs to compromise many computers in the Internet, so that he/she can control
them remotely. All kinds of malicious software, such as worms, Trojan houses, viruses,
instance message (IM) malware, can be used to accomplish this task. Stage two - forming
the botnet, bots need to ﬁnd a way to connect to each other and form a botnet. Stage three
- standing by for instructions, after the botnet is built up, all bots are ready to communicate
with their botmaster for further instructions, such as launching an attack or performing an
update. There is no exception for P2P botnets. In this chapter, we will study each stage of
P2P botnet’s life cycle in detail. Our work includes the following points:
• Bootstrap procedure as a possible single point of failure during botnet construction is
well studied;
• Two command and control mechanisms are presented and explained;
• We discuss the similarities that P2P botnets share with traditional centralized botnets
and unique features that P2P botnets have;
• We categorize P2P botnets into three classes, and discuss their features and limitations.
As we mentioned in Chapter 2, there have been some systematic studies on general botnets. What diﬀers our work from theirs is that we speciﬁcally focus on newly appeared
P2P botnets, and try to understand P2P botnets along multiple dimensions: infection vectors, bot candidate selection, bootstrap procedure, network structure, C&C mechanisms and
communication protocols.
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3.2

Stage One: Recruiting Bot Members

P2P networks are gaining popularity of distributed applications, such as ﬁle-sharing, web
caching, network storage [24]. In these content trading P2P networks, without a centralized
authority it is not easy to guarantee that the ﬁle exchanged is not malicious. For this reason,
these networks become the ideal venue for malicious software to spread. It is straightforward
for attackers to target vulnerable hosts in existing P2P networks as bot candidates and build
their zombie army. Many P2P malware have been reported, such as W32/Gnuman [19],
VBS.Gnutella [18] and SdDrop [14]. They can be used to compromise a host and make it
become a bot.
However, in this way, the scale of a botnet will be limited by the size of the existing P2P
network, and the network will be the only propagation media. On the contrary, P2P botnets
we have witnessed recently [57, 64, 114] do not conﬁne themselves to existing P2P networks.
They have shown that it is more ﬂexible and practical if bot members are recruited from
the entire Internet through all possible spread mediums like emails, instant messages and
ﬁle exchange.

3.3

Stage Two: Forming the Botnet

Upon infection, the next important thing is to let newly compromised computers join
the botnet network and connect to other bots. Otherwise, they are just isolated individual
computers without much use for botmasters.
Now for the convenience of further discussion, we ﬁrst introduce three terms: “parasite”,
“leeching” and “bot-only” P2P botnets. Each of them represents a class of P2P botnets.
In a parasite P2P botnet, all the bots are selected from vulnerable hosts within an existing
P2P network, and it uses this available P2P network for command and control. A leeching
P2P botnet refers to one whose members join an existing P2P network and depend on this
P2P network for C&C communication, but the bots could be vulnerable hosts that were
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either inside or outside of the existing P2P network. For example, the early version of Storm
botnet belongs to this class of botnet. A bot-only P2P botnet builds its own network, in
which all the members are bots, such as Stormnet and Nugache.
If all the bots are selected from an existing P2P network, it is not necessary to perform
any further action to form the botnet, because bots can ﬁnd and communicate with each
other by simply using current P2P protocol. In other words, for a parasite P2P botnet, up
to this point, the botnet construction is done and the botnet is ready to be operated by its
botmaster.
However, if a random host on the Internet is compromised, it has to know how to ﬁnd
and join the botnet. As we know current P2P ﬁle-sharing networks provide the following
two general ways for new peers to join a network:
(i) An initial peer list is hard-coded in each P2P client. When a new peer is up, it will
try to contact peers in that initial list to update its neighboring peer information.
(ii) There is a shared web cache, such as Gnutella web cache [48], stored at some place on
the Internet, and the location of the cache is put in the client code. Thus new peers
can refresh its neighboring peer list by going to the web cache and fetching the latest
updates.
This initial procedure of ﬁnding and joining a P2P network is usually called “bootstrap”
procedure. It can be directly adopted for P2P botnet construction. Either a predetermined
list of peers or the locations of predetermined web caches need to be hard-coded in the bot
code. Then a newly infected host knows which peer to contact or at least where to ﬁnd
candidates of neighboring peers it will contact later.
For instance, Trojan.Peacomm [57] is a piece of malware to create a P2P botnet which
uses the P2P protocol implemented on Overnet for C&C communication. A list of Overnet
nodes that are likely to be online is hard-coded into the bot’s installation binary. When a
victim is compromised and runs a Trojan.Peacomm, it will try to contact peers in this list
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to bootstrap onto the Overnet network. Another P2P botnet, Stormnet [64], uses a similar
bootstrap mechanism: the information about other peers with which a new bot member
communicates after the installation phase, is encoded in a conﬁguration ﬁle that is also
stored on the victim machine by Storm worm binary.
However, bootstrap is a vulnerable procedure and it could become a single point of failure
for botnet construction. If the initial list of peers or web cache is obtained by defenders,
they may be able to prevent botnet from growing simply by shutting down those bootstrap
peers or web caches. From this perspective, we can see that although a parasite P2P botnet
has limitations on bot candidate selection, it does not have the bootstrap vulnerability by
choosing bot candidates from an existing P2P network.
To overcome this vulnerability, botnet attackers may think of other ways to avoid introducing bootstrap procedure in P2P botnet construction. For example, in the hybrid P2P
botnet we will present in Chapter 4, instead of relying on hard-coded list, peer list exchange
and mixing is introduced, in order to avoid bootstrap procedure. In [121] a similar procedure
was presented to construct a super botnet instead of bootstrapping.

3.4

Stage Three: Standing By for Instructions

Once a botnet is built up, all the bots are standing by for instructions from their botmaster to perform illicit activities or updates. Therefore C&C mechanism is very important
and is the major part of a botnet design. It directly determines the communication topology
of a botnet, and hence aﬀects the robustness of a botnet against network/computer failures,
or security monitoring and defenses.
The C&C mechanisms can be categorized as either pull or push mechanism. Pull mechanism, i.e., “command publishing/subscribing”, refers to the manner that bots retrieve commands actively from a place where botmasters publish commands. On the contrary, push
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mechanism, i.e., “command forwarding”, means bots passively wait for commands to come
and will forward received commands to others.
For centralized botnets, pull mechanism is commonly used. Take HTTP-based botnets
as an example, a botmaster publishes commands on a web page, and bots periodically visit
this web page via HTTP to check for any command updates. In the following, we will discuss
how pull and push C&C mechanisms can be applied in P2P botnets.

3.4.1

Leverage Existing Peer-to-Peer Protocols

As we discussed above, both parasite and leeching P2P botnets depend on existing P2P
networks. Thus it is natural to leverage the existing P2P protocols used by the host P2P
networks for C&C communication. Besides, these protocols have been tested in P2P ﬁlesharing applications for a long time, so they tend to be less error-prone than newly designed
ones, and have nice properties to improve performance of P2P systems and mitigate network
problems, such as link failure or churn. The following discussion is based on parasite and
leeching P2P botnets, but bot-only botnet can adopt these protocols as well.
In P2P ﬁle-sharing systems, ﬁle index which is used by peers to locate the desired content,
may be centralized (e.g., Napster), distributed over a fraction of the ﬁle-sharing nodes (e.g.,
Gnutella), or distributed over all or a large fraction of the nodes (e.g., Overnet). A peer can
send out query message for the ﬁle it is searching for, and the message will be passed around
according to the routing algorithm implemented in the system. The search will terminate
when query hits are returned or the query message expires.
Botmasters can easily adopt the above procedure to disseminate commands in pull style.
They can insert records associated with some predeﬁned ﬁle titles or hash values into the
index, but rather than putting the content location information, botnet commands are attached. In order to get commands issued by botmasters, bots periodically initiate queries
for those ﬁles or hashes, and nodes who preserve the corresponding records will return query
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hits with commands encoded. In other words, bots subscribe the content, i.e., commands,
published by botmaster.
The early version of Storm botnet [64] is a good example to show how a P2P botnet could
leverage an existing P2P network or implement an existing P2P protocol for the pull-style
command and control, although it uses the Overnet P2P network to pass the locations of
its C&C servers instead of botmaster’s commands. In Storm botnet, every day there are 32
keys queried by bots to retrieve important information. These 32 keys are calculated by a
built-in algorithm, which takes the current date and a random number from [0-31] as input.
Therefore, when issuing a command, the botmaster needs to publish it under 32 diﬀerent
keys. Trojan.Peacomm botnet [57] employs the similar design.
Compared to pull mechanism, implementation of push mechanism on existing P2P protocols is more complex. There are two major design issues:
• Which peers should a bot forward a command to?
• How to forward commands: using in-band (normal P2P traﬃc) or out-of-band messages
(non-P2P traﬃc)?
To address the ﬁrst issue, the simplest way is to let a bot use its current neighboring
peers as targets. But the problem of this approach is that command distribution may be
slow or sometimes disrupted, because 1) some bots have a small number of neighbors, or
2) some peers in a bot’s neighbor list are bot members in the case of parasite or leeching
P2P botnets. One solution to this problem is that letting bots claim they have certain
popular ﬁles available which are predeﬁned, and forwarding commands to peers appearing
in the search results for those ﬁles. Thus the chance of commands hitting an actual bot is
increased. These predeﬁned popular ﬁles behave as the watchwords for the botnet, but could
give defenders a clue to identify bots.
For the second issue, whether using in-band or out-of-band message to forward a command depends on what the peers in the target list are. If a bot targets its neighboring peers,
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in-band message is a good choice. A bot could encode a command in a query message,
which can only be interpreted by bots, send it to all its neighbors, and rely on them to
continue passing on the command in the botnet. This scheme is easy to implement and hard
for defenders to detect, because there is no diﬀerence between command forwarding traﬃc
and normal P2P traﬃc. On the other hand, if the target list is generated in other ways,
like using peers in returned search results discussed above, bots have to contact those peers
using out-of-band message. Obviously out-of-band traﬃc are easier to detect, and hence,
can disclose the identities of bots who initiate such traﬃc.
The above discussion mainly focused on unstructured P2P networks, where query messages are ﬂooded to the network. In structured P2P networks (e.g., Overnet), a query
message is routed to the nodes whose node IDs are closer to the queried hash key, which
means queries for the same hash key are always forwarded by the same set of nodes. Therefore, to let more bots receive a command, the command should be associated with diﬀerent
hash keys, such that it can be sent to diﬀerent parts of the network.

3.4.2

Design a New Peer-to-Peer Communication Protocol

It is convenient to adopt existing P2P protocols for P2P botnet C&C communication,
however, the inherited drawbacks may limit botnet design and performance. A botnet can
be more ﬂexible if it uses a new protocol designed by its botmaster.
The advanced hybrid P2P botnet [124] presented in Chapter 4 and the super botnet [121]
are two newly designed P2P botnets, whose C&C communication are not dependent on
existing P2P protocols. Both of them implements push and pull C&C mechanisms. In a
hybrid P2P botnet, when a bot receives a command, it forwards the command to all the
peers in the list (push), and those who cannot accept connection from others periodically
contacts other bots in the list and try to retrieve new commands (pull). A super botnet is
composed of a number of small centralized botnets. Commands are pushed from one small
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botnet to another, and within a small centralized botnet, bots pull the command from their
C&C servers. Furthermore, the hybrid P2P botnet is able to eﬀectively avoid bootstrap
procedure, which is required by most of the existing P2P protocols, by 1) passing a peer list
from one bot to a host that is infected by this bot, and 2) exchanging peer lists when two
bots communicate.
The drawback of designing a new protocol for P2P botnet communication is that the
new protocol has never been tested before. When a botnet using this protocol is deployed,
the network may not be as stable and robust as expected due to complex network conditions
and defenses.

3.4.3

Discussion

Several features can be extracted to represent a P2P botnet during its life cycle: infection vectors, bot candidates, bootstrap procedure, members in the network, communication
protocols and C&C styles. Parasite, leeching and bot-only P2P botnets, they share common
features but diﬀer in others, which have been summarized in Table 3.1. It is shown that
parasite P2P botnets are less ﬂexible except that no bootstrap is required. This is an advantage of the parasite over the other two classes. During bootstrap, botnets are vulnerable
and the propagation could be stopped if bootstrap information is compromised by defenders.
Leeching and bot-only P2P botnets are more like each other, but the former ones are more
stealthy, because they resides in existing P2P networks, and bot members are mixed with
legitimate nodes and not easy to be detected.

3.5

Summary

Like all the botnets, P2P botnets also have to go through three stages — bot selection,
network construction and command and control communication, to complete the entire process of botnet construction and operation. But P2P botnets have their own features which
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Table 3.1: Comparison among three types of P2P botnets
Features
Parasite
Leeching
Bot-only
Infection vectors
P2P malware
Any kind of malware
Any kind of malware
Vulnerable hosts
in the Internet

Vulnerable hosts
in the Internet

Bootstrap procedure None

Required

Optional

Members in the
network

legitimate peers and
bots

legitimate peers and
bots

Only bots

Communication
protocols

Existing P2P protocols

Existing P2P protocols

Self-designed or
existing P2P protocols

C&C styles

Pull or push

Pull or push

Pull or push

Bot candidates

Vulnerable hosts
in P2P networks

make them diﬀerent from centralized botnets. In this chapter, we carefully studied each
stage of the life cycle of P2P botnets. Besides traditional mediums which is used to spread
malware, such as email, websites, etc, the existing P2P ﬁle sharing networks are good venue
for P2P botnet to recruit. Many mature techniques developed for P2P network construction and communication can be leveraged by botmasters to build their P2P botnets as well.
Of course, new approach for network construction and new protocols for C&C communication can be and some have already been designed for P2P botnets, in order to remedy the
limitations of P2P networks, such as the vulnerable bootstrap procedure.
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CHAPTER 4: AN ADVANCED HYBRID PEER-TO-PEER
BOTNET

4.1

Introduction

As botnet-based attacks become popular and dangerous, security researchers have studied
how to detect, monitor, and defend against them [55, 43, 69, 47, 36, 97]. Most of the current
research has focused upon the centralized botnets that have appeared in the past, especially
IRC-based botnets. It is necessary to conduct such research in order to deal with the threat
we are facing today. However, it is equally important to conduct research on advanced botnet
designs that could be developed by attackers in the near future. Otherwise, we will remain
susceptible to the next generation of internet malware attacks.
From a botmaster’s perspective, the C&C servers are the fundamental weak points in
current botnet architectures. First, a botmaster will lose control of the botnet once the
limited number of C&C servers are shut down by defenders. Second, defenders could easily
obtain the identities (e.g., IP addresses) of all C&C servers based on their service traﬃc to a
large number of bots [36], or simply from one single captured bot (which contains the list of
C&C servers). Third, an entire botnet may be exposed once a C&C server in the botnet is
hijacked or captured by defenders [47]. As network security practitioners put more resources
and eﬀort into defending against botnet attacks, hackers will develop and deploy the next
generation of botnets with a diﬀerent control architecture, such as peer-to-peer structured
botnets.
In this chapter, we ﬁrst start with analyzing the weakness of current P2P botnets, then
based upon our systematically study on P2P botnet in Chapter 3, we address the issues of
P2P botnets, and propose an advanced hybrid P2P botnet, which has many features to make
it robust and resilient to defenses. Our research work includes the following major aspects
of the proposed advanced hybrid P2P botnets:
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Design details
- We give comprehensive descriptions on the botnet architecture, encrypted command
and control communication and botnet monitoring and management.
- For network construction, besides the basic procedure we present, peer list updating
procedure is introduced in order to balance the connectivity of the botnet topology.
Robustness study
- We introduce two robustness metrics.
- Simulation-based experiments are conducted to evaluate the robustness of proposed
P2P botnet in terms of those two metrics.
- We present mathematical robustness analysis for proposed botnet as well, and use
simulation-based experiment to verify the accuracy of our analysis.
Defenses
- We discuss defenses against proposed botnet from three directions: annihilation, honeypotbased botnet monitoring, and botnet detection and monitoring without honeypots.
- We present mathematical analysis on botnet monitoring with and without honeypots.
- We also perform simulation-based experiments to show the eﬀectiveness of botnet
monitoring based on honeypot techniques.

4.1.1

Current Peer-to-Peer Botnets and Their Weaknesses

As we previously discussed, considering the weaknesses in the architecture of centralized botnets, it is a natural strategy for botmasters to design a P2P control mechanism
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into their botnets. In the last several years, botnets such as Slapper [28], Sinit [15], Phatbot [12] and Nugache [77] have implemented diﬀerent kinds of P2P control architectures.
They have shown several advanced designs. For example, some of them have removed the
“bootstrap” process used in common P2P protocols1 . Sinit uses public key cryptography
for update authentication [15]. Nugache attempts to thwart detection by implementing an
encrypted/obsfucated control channel [77].
Nevertheless, simply migrating available P2P protocols will not generate a sound botnet,
and the P2P designs used by several botnets in the past are not mature and have many
weaknesses. To remove bootstrap procedure, a Sinit bot uses random probing to ﬁnd other
Sinit bots to communicate with. This results in poor connectivity for the constructed botnet
and easy detection due to the extensive probing traﬃc [15]. Phatbot utilizes Gnutella cache
servers for its bootstrap process. This botnet can be easily shut down if security community
set up ﬁlter on those Gnutella cache servers, or block any traﬃc to and from those cache
servers. In addition, its underlying WASTE peer-to-peer protocol is not scalable across a
large network [12]. Nugache’s weakness lies in its reliance on a seed list of 22 IP addresses
during its bootstrap process [77]. Slapper fails to implement encryption and command
authentication enabling it to be easily hijacked by others. In addition, its list of known bots
contains all (or almost all) members of the botnet. Thus, one single captured bot would
expose the entire botnet to defenders [28]. Furthermore, its complicated communication
mechanism generates a large amount of traﬃc, rendering it susceptible to monitoring via
network ﬂow analysis.
Some other available distributed systems include “censorship-resistant” system and “anonymous” P2P system. However, their design goal is diﬀerent from a botnet. For example, these
1

Many peer-to-peer networks have a central server or a seed list of peers who can be contacted in order
for a new peer joining the network. This bootstrap process is not a major problem for normal P2P networks,
but it poses a single point of failure for a P2P botnet.
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distributed systems try to hide the source node of a message within a crowd of nodes. However, they do not bother to hide the identities of this crowd. On the other hand, a botnet
needs to try its best to hide IP addresses of all bots in it.

4.1.2

Proposed Hybrid Peer-to-Peer Botnet

Considering the problems encountered by centralized botnets and previous P2P botnets,
the design of an advanced botnet, from our understanding, should consider the following
practical challenges faced by botmasters: (1). How to generate a robust botnet capable
of maintaining control of its remaining bots even after a substantial portion of the botnet
population has been removed by defenders? (2). How to prevent signiﬁcant exposure of the
network topology when some bots are captured by defenders? (3). How to easily monitor
and obtain the complete information of a botnet by its botmaster? (4). How to prevent (or
make it harder for) defenders from detecting bots via their communication traﬃc patterns?
In addition, the design should also consider many network related issues such as dynamic or
private IP addresses and the diurnal online/oﬄine property of bots [47].
By considering all the challenges listed above, we present our research on the possible
design of an advanced hybrid P2P botnet. The proposed hybrid P2P botnet has the following
features:
• The botnet requires no bootstrap procedure.
• The botnet communicates via the peer list contained in each bot. However, unlike
Slapper [28], each bot has a ﬁxed and limited size peer list and does not reveal its peer
list to other bots. In this way, when a bot is captured by defenders, only the limited
number of bots in its peer list are exposed.
• A botmaster could easily monitor the entire botnet by issuing a report command. This
command instructs all (or partial) bots to report to a compromised machine (which
is called a sensor host) that is controlled by the botmaster. The IP address of the
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sensor host, which is speciﬁed in the report command, will change every time a report
command is issued to prevent defenders from capturing or blocking the sensor host
beforehand.
• After collecting information about the botnet through the above report command, a
botmaster, if he/she thinks necessary, could issue an update command to actively let
all bots contact a sensor host to update their peer lists. This eﬀectively updates the
botnet topology such that it has a balanced and robust connectivity, and/or reconnects
a broken botnet.
• Only bots with static global IP addresses that are accessible from the Internet are
candidates for being in peer lists (they are called servent bots according to P2P terminologies since they behave with both client and server features). This design ensures
that the peer list in each bot has a long lifetime.
• Each servent bot listens on a self-determined service port for incoming connections from
other bots and uses a self-generated symmetric encryption key for incoming traﬃc. This
individualized encryption and individualized service port design makes it very hard for
the botnet to be detected through network ﬂow analysis of the botnet communication
traﬃc.

4.2

Proposed Hybrid Peer-to-Peer Botnet Architecture

4.2.1

Two Classes of Bots

The bots in the proposed P2P botnet are classiﬁed into two groups. The ﬁrst group
contains bots that have static, non-private IP addresses and are accessible from the global
Internet. Bots in the ﬁrst group are called servent bots since they behave as both clients
and servers2 . The second group contains the remaining bots, including: (1). Bots with
2

In a traditional peer-to-peer ﬁle sharing system, all hosts behave both as clients and servers and are
called “servents” [82].
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dynamically allocated IP addresses; (2). Bots with private IP addresses; (3). Bots behind
ﬁrewalls such that they cannot be connected from the global Internet. The second group of
bots are called client bots since they will not accept incoming connections.
Only servent bots are candidates in peer lists. All bots, including both client bots and
servent bots, actively contact the servent bots in their peer lists to retrieve commands.
Because servent bots normally do not change their IP addresses, this design increases the
network stability of a botnet. This bot classiﬁcation will become more important in the
future as a larger proportion of computers will sit behind ﬁrewall, or use DHCP or private
IP addresses due to shortage of IP space.
A bot could easily determine the type of IP address used by its host machine. For
example, on a Windows machine, a bot could run the command “ipconfig /all”. Not
all bots with static global IP addresses are qualiﬁed to be servent bots—some of them
may stay behind ﬁrewall, inaccessible from the global Internet. A botmaster could rely
on the collaboration between bots to determine such bots. For example, a bot runs its
server program and requests the servent bots in its peer list to initiate connections to its
service port. If the bot could receive such test connections, it labels itself as a servent bot.
Otherwise, it labels itself as a client bot.

4.2.2

Botnet Command and Control Architecture

Fig. 4.1 illustrates the C&C architecture of the proposed botnet. The illustrative botnet
shown in this ﬁgure has 5 servent bots and 3 client bots. The peer list size is 2 (i.e. each
bot’s peer list contains the IP addresses of 2 servent bots). An arrow from bot A to bot B
represents bot A initiating a connection to bot B.
A botmaster injects his or her commands through any bot(s) in the botnet. Both client
and servent bots actively and periodically connect to the servent bots in their peer lists in
order to retrieve commands issued by their botmaster. When a bot receives a new command
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Figure 4.1: Command and control architecture of proposed hybrid P2P botnet
that it has never seen before (e.g., each command has a unique ID), it immediately forwards
the command to all servent bots in its peer list.
This description of command communication means that, in terms of command forwarding, the proposed botnet has an undirected graph topology. A botmaster’s command could
pass via the links shown in Fig. 4.1 in both directions. If the size of the botnet peer list is
denoted by M , then this design makes sure that each bot has at least M venues to receive
commands.

4.2.3

Relationship Between Centralized Botnets and the Proposed Botnet

Compared to a centralized botnet (see Fig. 1.1(a)), it is easy to see that the proposed
hybrid P2P botnet shown in Fig. 4.1 is actually an extension of a centralized botnet. The
hybrid P2P botnet is equivalent to a centralized botnet where servent bots take the role
of C&C servers: the number of C&C servers (servent bots) is greatly enlarged, and they
interconnect with each other. Indeed, the large number of servent bots is the primary reason
why the proposed hybrid P2P botnet is very hard to be shut down. We will explain these
properties in detail later in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6.
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4.3

Botnet Command and Control

The essential component of a botnet is its C&C communication. Compared to a centralized botnet, the proposed botnet has a more robust and complex communication architecture. The major design challenge is to generate a botnet that is diﬃcult to be shut down,
or monitored by defenders or other attackers.

4.3.1

Command Authentication

Compared with a centralized botnet, because bots in the proposed botnet do not receive
commands from predeﬁned places, it is especially important to implement a strong command
authentication. A standard public-key authentication would be suﬃcient. A botmaster
generates a pair of public/private keys, ⟨K + , K − ⟩, and hard codes the public key K + into the
bot program before releasing and building the botnet. There is no need for key distribution
because the public key is hard-coded in bot program. Later, the command messages sent from
the botmaster could be digitally signed by the private key K − to ensure their authentication
and integrity.
This public-key based authentication could also be readily deployed in current centralized
botnets. So botnet hijacking is not a major issue.

4.3.2

Individualized Encryption Key

In the proposed botnet, each servent bot i randomly generates its symmetric encryption
key Ki . Suppose the peer list on bot A is denoted by LA . It will not only contain the IP
addresses of M servent bots, but also the symmetric keys used by these servent bots. Thus,
the peer list on bot A is:

LA = {(IPi1 , Ki1 ), (IPi2 , Ki2 ), · · · (IPiM , KiM )}
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(Eq. 4.1)

where (IPij , Kij ) are the IP address and symmetric key used by servent bot ij . With such a
peer list design, each servent bot uses its own symmetric key for incoming connections from
any other bot. This is applicable because if bot B connects to a servent bot A, bot B must
have (IPA , KA ) in its peer list.
This individualized encryption guarantees that if defenders capture one bot, they only
obtain keys used by M servent bots in the captured bot’s peer list. Thus the encryption
among the remaining botnet will not be compromised.

4.3.3

Individualized Service Port

The peer-list based architecture also enables the proposed botnet to disperse its communication traﬃc in terms of service port. Since a servent bot needs to accept connections
from other bots, it must run a server process listening on a service port. The service port
number on servent bot i, denoted by Pi , could be randomly picked by the bot. Considering
this, a peer list needs to contain the service port information as well. For example, the peer
list on bot A is:
LA = {(IPi1 , Ki1 , Pi1 ), · · · , (IPiM , KiM , PiM )}

(Eq. 4.2)

The individualized service port design has two beneﬁts for botmasters:
• Dispersed network traﬃc: Since service port is a critical parameter in classifying
network traﬃc, this individualized port design makes it extremely hard for defenders
to detect a botnet based on monitored network traﬃc. When combined with the
individualized encryption design, a P2P botnet has a strong resistance against most
(if not all) network traﬃc ﬂow based detection systems, such as the ones introduced
in [40, 115].
• Secret backdoor: The individualized port design also ensures that servent bots in
a P2P botnet keep their backdoors “secret”. Otherwise, defenders could scan the
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speciﬁc port used by a botnet to detect potential servent bots, or monitor network
traﬃc targeting this service port to facilitate their botnet detection.
A randomly-generated service port may not always be good for botnets since network
traﬃc going to a rarely used port is abnormal. To overcome this, a botmaster can specify a set
of service ports for each bot to choose, preferably choosing from those standard encrypted
ports such as port 22 (SSH), port 443 (HTTPS), or port 993 (IMAPS). Furthermore, a
sophisticated botmaster could even program bot code to mimic the protocol format of the
service port as what “honeyd” [93] does.

4.4

Botnet Monitoring by Its Botmaster

Another major challenge in botnet design is making sure that a botnet is diﬃcult to be
monitored by defenders, but at the same time, easily monitored by its botmaster. With
detailed botnet information, a botmaster could (1). conduct attacks more eﬀectively according to the bot population, distribution, bandwidth, on/oﬀ status, IP address types, etc; (2).
keep tighter control over the botnet when facing various counterattacks from defenders. In
this section, we present a simple but eﬀective way for botmasters to monitor their botnets
whenever they want, and at the same time, resist being monitored by others.

4.4.1

Monitoring via a Dynamically Changeable Sensor

To monitor the proposed hybrid P2P botnet, a botmaster issues a special command,
called a report command, to the botnet thereby instructing every bot to send its information
to a speciﬁed machine that is compromised and controlled by the botmaster. This data
collection machine is called a sensor.
The IP address (or domain name) of the centralized sensor host is speciﬁed in the report
command. Every round of report command issued by a botmaster could potentially utilize a
diﬀerent sensor host. This would prevent defenders from knowing the identity of the sensor
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host before seeing the actual report command. After a report command has been sent out
by a botmaster, it is possible that defenders could quickly know the identity of the sensor
host (e.g., through honeypot joining the botnet [55, 43]), and then either shut it down or
monitor the sensor host. To deal with this threat, a botmaster may implement any of the
following procedures:
• Use a popular Internet service, such as HTTP or Email, for report to a sensor. The
sensor is chosen such that it normally provides such a service to avoid exhibiting
abnormal network traﬃc.
• Use several sensor machines instead of a single sensor.
• Select sensor hosts that are harder to be shut down or monitored, for example, compromised machines in other countries with minimum Internet security and International
collaboration.
• Manually verify the selected sensor machines are not honeypots (see further discussion
in Section 4.8).
• Wipe out the hard drive on a sensor host immediately after retrieving the report data.
• Specify expiration time in report command to prevent any bot exposing itself after
that time.
• Issue another command to the botnet to cancel the previous report command once the
botmaster knows that the sensor host has been captured by defenders.
If a botmaster simply wants to know the current size of a botnet, a probabilistic report
would be preferred: each bot uses a small probability p speciﬁed in a report command to
decide whether to report. Then the botnet has roughly X/p bots if X bots report. Such a
probabilistic report could minimize the telltale traﬃc to the report sensor.
Each bot could use its hard-coded public key K + to ensure the conﬁdentiality of its
report data. In addition, a botmaster could use several compromised machines as stepping
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stones in retrieving the data on sensors. These are standard practices so we will not explain
more.

4.4.2

Additional Monitoring Information

A botmaster not only wants to know a botnet size and topology, he/she may also want
to know other information in order to conduct eﬃcient attacks.

4.4.2.1

IP Address Type

Internet computers are identiﬁed by their IP addresses. But the widely-deployed “Dynamic Host Conﬁguration Protocol” (DHCP) and “Network Address Translation” (NAT)
have made IP-based identiﬁcation diﬃcult and error-prone. A botmaster may implement
an ID-based identiﬁcation (such as [35]) to track bots in a botnet: when compromising a
computer, the bot program on the computer randomly generates its unique ID. When bots
send their report to a sensor host, they report their IDs as well.
This ID-based identiﬁcation facilitates the measurement of NAT encountered by a botnet.
Based on a round of report sent from bots, a botmaster is able to know whether several bots
are behind a single NAT — these bots have diﬀerent IDs but send reports from a single
source IP address.
This ID-based identiﬁcation eliminates the measurement trouble caused by DHCP addresses. A more useful measurement is to know how frequently DHCP-based bots in a botnet
change their IP addresses. For this purpose, each bot with DHCP address keeps recording
when its IP address changes, and then report this information to its botmaster’s sensor host.
This information is particularly useful for botmasters in sending email spam. As pointed
out by [96], 80% of current spam is listed in some DNS blacklists (DNSBLs), which are used
“to track IP addresses that originate spam, so that future emails sent from these IP addresses
can be rejected.” [97] This means that if a botnet sends out spam, many bots in the botnet
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will lose their capability to send out spam again. To counterattack this defense, a botmaster
may only use DHCP bots, which change their IP addresses, for example, at least once per
day, to send out email spam. In this way, defenders need to blacklist a much larger number
of IPs to eﬀectively block spam, and it becomes much harder for defenders to determine a
good timeout value for blocked IPs.
Because a botmaster knows how many bots satisfy this requirement based on botnet
report, the botmaster can strike a good tradeoﬀ between sending out enough spam and
avoiding being blocked by DNSBLs.
The ID-based identiﬁcation has another beneﬁt: if a botmaster wants to let a selected
set of bots to send out an attack, the botmaster may issue a command to the botnet with a
list of these attack bots’ IDs — a bot will launch attack if it ﬁnds its ID in this list. In this
way, if the list is captured by defenders, it will not reveal the identities of these attack bots
since only the botmaster knows the mapping between IP addresses and IDs.

4.4.2.2

Diurnal Dynamics

As pointed out in [47], the online population of every botnet has a clear “diurnal” dynamics due to many users shutting down their computers at night. In one time zone, the
peak online population of a botnet could be as much as four times of the bottom level online
population. The signiﬁcance of diurnal dynamics is further veriﬁed by [56], which showed
that only about 20% of computers are always online.
To maximize a botnet attack power, a botmaster may want to know the diurnal dynamics
of the botnet. For example, a botmaster can launch a denial-of-service attack at the right
time when the botnet online population reaches its peak level, or spread a new malware at
the optimal release time to increase its propagation speed as introduced in [47].
The diurnal dynamics of each bot is not hard to obtain since a bot is in fact a spyware.
For example, at the beginning of each hour, a running bot program appends the current
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time to a data ﬁle, which is then reported to its botmaster. Based on such report data, a
botmaster can derive the accurate diurnal dynamics of each bot.

4.5

4.5.1

Botnet Construction

Basic Construction Procedures

Botnet connectivity is solely determined by the peer list in each bot. A natural way to
build peer lists is to construct them during propagation. To make sure that a constructed
botnet is connected, the initial set of bots should contain some servent bots whose IP addresses are in the peer list on every initial bot. Suppose the size of peer list in each bot is
conﬁgured to be M . As a bot program propagates, the peer list in each bot is constructed
according to the following procedures:
• New infection: Bot A passes its peer list to a vulnerable host B when compromising
it. if A is a servent bot, B adds A into its peer list (by randomly replacing one entry
if its peer list is full). If A knows that B is a servent bot (A may not be aware of B’s
identity, for example, when B is compromised by an email virus sent from A), A adds
B into its peer list in the same way.
• Reinfection: If reinfection is possible and bot A reinfects bot B, bot B will then
replace R (R ≤ M − 1) randomly-selected bots in its peer list with R bots from the
peer list provided by A. Again, bot A and B will add each other into their respective
peer lists if the other one is a servent bot as explained in the above “new infection”
procedure.
When reinfection happens frequently, the reinfection procedure can eﬀectively interconnect diﬀerent infection paths together, making a botnet evenly connected. In addition, this
procedure makes it hard for defenders to infer the infection time order (“traceback”) among
bots based on captured peer lists.
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In the reinfection procedure, a bot does not provide its peer list to those who reinfect
it. This is important, because, if not, defenders could recursively infect (and monitor) all
servent bots in a botnet based on a captured bot in their honeypot in the following way:
Defenders use a ﬁrewall redirecting the outgoing infection attempts from captured bot A
to reinfect the servent bots in A’s peer list; then subsequently get the peer lists from these
servent bots and reinfect servent bots in these peer lists in turn.
In order to study a constructed botnet topology and its robustness via simulations, we
ﬁrst need to determine simulation settings. First, Bhagwan et al. [35] studied P2P ﬁle sharing
systems and observed that around 50% of computers changes their IP addresses within four
to ﬁve days. So we expect the fraction of bots with dynamic addresses is around the similar
range. In addition, some other bots are behind ﬁrewalls or NAT boxes so that they cannot
accept Internet connections. We cannot ﬁnd a good source specifying this statistics, so in
this dissertation we assume that 25% of bots are servent bots.
Second, as pointed out in [22, 23], botnets in recent years have dropped their sizes to an
average of 20,000, even though the potential vulnerable population is much larger. Thus we
assume a botnet has a potential vulnerable population of 500,000, but stops growing after
it reaches the size of 20,000. In addition, we assume that the peer list has a size of M = 20
and that there are 21 initial servent hosts to start the spread of the botnet. In this way, the
peer list on every bot is always full.
Because scanning and vulnerability exploit is the dominant infection mechanism used by
current botnets, in this dissertation we simulate the construction of a botnet by assuming
that the bot code ﬁnds and compromises vulnerable computers in the similar way as what a
scanning worm does. Fig. 4.2(a) shows the degree distribution for servent bots (client bots
always have a degree M , equal to the size of peer list) after the botnet has accumulated
20,000 members. Because the botnet stops growing when it reaches the size of 20,000, the
reinfection events rarely happen (only around 600). For this reason, connections to servent
bots are extremely unbalanced: more than 80% (4000) of servent bots have degrees less than
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Figure 4.2: Degree distribution of servent bots (Botnet is constructed via “new infection”
and “reinfection” procedure only)
30, while each of the 21 initial servent bots have a degree between 14,000 and 17,500 (the
last tiny bar at the bottom right corner of the ﬁgure close to X-axis value of 10 represents
these 21 servent bots). This is not an ideal botnet. The constructed hybrid P2P botnet is
approximately degraded to a centralized botnet where the initial set of servent bots behave
as C&C servers.
Vogt et al. [121] constructed a super-botnet only with the algorithms that are similar to
the “new infection” and “reinfection” procedures presented above. Although authors in [121]
showed that their constructed super-botnet is robust, they have an implicit assumption that
the super-botnet will have abundant reinfections during its construction period. We believe
this assumption is incorrect in a real world scenario—botmasters would want their botnets
generating as few as possible reinfections to avoid wasting infection power and being detected
by defenders.
To illustrate this argument, we have simulated another botnet scenario where the potential vulnerable population is 20,000 instead of 500,000 used in the previous simulation. The
botnet stops propagation after all vulnerable hosts have been infected. Fig. 4.2(b) shows
the degree distribution for servent bots in this scenario. When the botnet stops infection
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process, overall around 210,000 reinfection events happened. This time, because there are
plenty of reinfections, the constructed botnet has a well-balanced connectivity—the degree
distribution of all servent bots roughly follows normal distribution, and 80% of servent bots
have degrees between 30 and 150.
These simulation experiments show that if a botnet does not have a lot of reinfections, or
cannot have reinfection (for example, when the bot program blocks the vulnerable service on
an infected host), the aforementioned basic construction procedure is not eﬀective. A botmaster must come up with an additional botnet construction procedure, which is introduced
in the following.

4.5.2

Advanced Construction Procedure

One intuitive way to improve the network connectivity would be letting bots keep exchanging and updating their peer lists frequently. However, such a design makes it very easy
for defenders to obtain the identities of all servent bots, if one or several bots are captured
by defenders.
As introduced in Section 4.4, a botmaster could monitor his botnet easily whenever he
wants by issuing a report command. With the detailed botnet information, a botmaster
could easily update the peer list in each bot to have a strong and balanced connectivity. The
added new procedure is:
• Peer-list updating: After a botnet spreads out for a while, a botmaster issues a
report command to obtain the information of all currently available servent bots. These
servent bots are called peer-list updating servent bots. Then, the botmaster issues
another command, called update command, enabling all bots to obtain an updated
peer list from a speciﬁed sensor host. Entries in the updated peer list in each bot are
randomly chosen from those peer-list updating servent bots.
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A botmaster could run this procedure once or a few times during or after botnet propagation stage. After each run of this procedure, all current bots will have uniform and balanced
connections to peer-list updating servent bots.
When and how often should this peer-list updating procedure be run? First, this procedure should be executed once shortly after the release of a botnet to prevent defenders from
removing all initial servent bots. Second, as a botnet spreads out, each round of this updating procedure makes the constructed botnet have a stronger and more balanced connectivity,
but at the same time, it incurs an increasing risk of exposing the botnet to defenders. It is
therefore up to a botmaster to strike a comfortable balance. In addition, a botmaster could
run this procedure to conveniently reconnect a broken botnet.
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Figure 4.3: Degree distribution of servent bots
Fig. 4.3 shows the degree distribution for servent bots (client bots always have a degree of
M ) when a botnet uses all three construction procedures. We assume the peer-list updating
procedure is executed just once when 1,000 (25% of) servent bots have been infected. This
ﬁgure shows that although those 4000 servent bots infected after the peer-list updating
procedure still have small degrees, the ﬁrst 1000 servent bots used in peer-list updating have
large and balanced connection degrees, ranging from 300 to 500. They form the robust
backbone, connecting the hybrid P2P botnet tightly together. On the other hand, the
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remaining 4000 servent bots infected after the peer-list updating procedure have connection
degrees only around 20 to 30.

4.5.3

Botnet Command Initiation

Comparing Fig. 4.1 with Fig. 1.1(a), we can see that the proposed P2P botnet does not
show how its botmaster contacts the botnet to issue commands. Will the ﬂexible service
ports on servent bots prevent its botmaster from contacting them? We can answer this
question now after introducing the botnet construction procedure.
As used in the simulation experiment, a botnet propagates based on a set of initial
servent bots. The botmaster sets their service ports beforehand and thus knows their service
ports. After the botnet is released, the botmaster could inject commands through these
initial servent bots. After the botmaster issues a report command and gets the ﬁrst report
with the information of service ports of all current servent bots, the botmaster can inject
commands through an arbitrarily chosen set of servent bots.

4.6

Botnet Robustness Study

Next, we study the robustness property of a constructed hybrid P2P botnet. Two factors
aﬀect the connectivity of a botnet: (1). Some bots are removed by defenders; and (2). Some
bots are oﬀ-line (for example, due to the diurnal phenomenon [47]). These two factors, even
though completely diﬀerent, have the same impact on botnet connectivity when the botnet
is used by its botmaster at a speciﬁc time. For this reason, we do not distinguish them in
the following study.

4.6.1

Two Robustness Metrics

Since servent bots, especially the servent bots used in peer-list updating procedure, are
the backbone connecting a botnet together, we study botnet connectivity when a certain
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fraction of peer-list updating servent bots are removed (that is to say, either removed by
defenders or oﬀ-line).
We present two metric functions to measure robustness. Let C(p) denote the connected
ratio and D(p) denote the degree ratio after removing top p fraction of mostly-connected
bots among those peer-list updating servent bots—this is the most eﬃcient and aggressive
defense that could be done when defenders have the complete knowledge (topology, bot IP
addresses ...) of the botnet. C(p) and D(p) are deﬁned as:
# of bots in the largest connected graph
# of remaining bots

(Eq. 4.3)

Average degree of the largest connected graph
Average degree of the original botnet

(Eq. 4.4)

C(p) =

D(p) =

These two metric functions have clear physical meanings. The metric C(p) shows how well
a botnet survives a defense action by keeping the remaining members connected together.
The metric D(p) shows how densely the remaining botnet is connected together—it exhibits
the ability of the remaining botnet to survive a further removal.
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Figure 4.4: Botnet robustness study
Fig. 4.4 shows the robustness of the proposed P2P botnet. The botnet is the one shown
in Fig. 4.3 that has a vulnerable population of 500,000 and runs the peer-list updating
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procedure only once when 1,000 servent bots are infected. As shown in this ﬁgure, if all 1000
peer-list updating servent bots are removed, the botnet will be completely broken. This
result shows the importance of the peer-list updating procedure. The botnet will largely
stay connected (C(p) > 95%) if less than 700 of those 1000 peer-list updating servent bots
are removed, although it has a gradually decreasing connectivity as removal goes on (as
exhibited by D(p)). This experiment shows the strong resistance of the proposed botnet
against defense, even if defenders know the identities of all bots and the complete botnet
topology.

4.6.2

Peer-list Updating Procedure

If a botmaster runs the peer-list updating procedure soon after releasing a botnet, he/she
will shrink the time window for defenders to shut down the initial servent bots; however, the
constructed botnet will rely upon fewer peer-list updating servent bots for its connectivity.
Therefore, it is necessary to study how the number of peer-list updating servent bots aﬀects
the robustness of a botnet. Fig. 4.5 shows the simulation results in terms of C(p) by varying
the number of servent bots used in the peer-list updating procedure from 100 to 2000.
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Figure 4.5: Botnet robustness when the peer-list updating procedure runs once with diﬀerent
number of servent bots.
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This ﬁgure shows that as long as a small fraction of peer-list updating servant bots
remain, botnet robustness does not change much when the number of peer-list updating
servent bots varies. Of course, if the peer-list updating procedure contains fewer servent
bots, it will likewise be easier for defenders to remove most of them, and hence, shut down
the botnet.

4.6.3

Mathematical Robustness Analysis

We provide a simple analytical study of the botnet robustness. Assume that each peer list
contains M servent bots. It is hard to provide a formula when removing the top p fraction
of mostly-connected nodes. However, we could provide the formula of C(p) when randomly
removing p fraction of peer-list updating servent bots.
As we discussed before, the servent bots not used in peer-list updating procedure have
very few extra links besides the M links given by their own peer lists. We simplify the analysis
by assuming that each bot in the botnet connects only to peer-list updating servent bots.
Then, when we consider removing a fraction of peer-list updating servent bots, more links
will be removed compared to the original botnet network. Because of this bias, the analytical
formula presented below slightly underestimates C(p) in the case of random removal.
A bot is disconnected from the others when all M servent bots in its peer list have
been removed. Because of the random removal, each peer-list updating servent bot has the
equal probability p to be removed. Thus, the probability that a bot is disconnected is pM .
Therefore, any remaining bot has the same probability 1 − pM to stay connected, i.e., the
mean value of C(p) is (in case of random removal):

C(p) = 1 − pM

(Eq. 4.5)

Fig. 4.6 shows the analytical result from (Eq. 4.5), comparing with the simulation result
C(p) of the random removal, and the simulation result C(p) of the removal of top p fraction
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the analytical formula (Eq. 4.5) and simulation results
of mostly-connected peer-list updating servent bots. The analytical curve lies between those
two simulated robustness metrics. It shows that the analytical formula indeed has a small
underestimation bias compared with the random removal. Because removing top p fraction
will remove more links from the botnet network than a random removal, the simulation
results C(p) from the top removal scenario are slightly lower than the derived results from
(Eq. 4.5). In summary, this ﬁgure shows that, even though the analytical formula (Eq. 4.5)
is not very accurate, it provides a good ﬁrst-hand estimate of the robustness of a botnet.
This ﬁgure also shows that the proposed botnet does not need a large peer list to achieve
a strong robustness.
For comparison, we can come up with a simple robustness model of today’s C&C-based
botnets. Suppose a C&C-based botnet has R C&C servers. When defenders have the
complete knowledge of such a botnet, they will always remove these R bots ﬁrst. Thus the
botnet robustness metric C(p) is:


 1, < R bots are removed
C(p) =

 0, ≥ R bots are removed
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(Eq. 4.6)

the botnet will be shut down if all R C&C server bots are removed, which makes it much
less robust than the proposed P2P botnet.
The robustness study presented here is a static study and analysis, considering the robustness of a botnet at any speciﬁc moment. In this case, we do not need to consider the
botnet infection rate and its spreading speed. If we want to study the dynamics of a botnet
when bots are removed gradually, or when bots are removed as the botnet spreads, we will
need to consider these two important parameters.

4.7

Defense Against the Proposed Hybrid Peer-to-Peer Botnet

In this section, we discuss how defenders might defend against such an advanced botnet.
In addition, we provide simulation studies and mathematical analysis of the performance of
botnet monitoring.

4.7.1

Annihilation

First, the proposed hybrid P2P botnet relies on “servent bots” in constructing its communication network. If the botnet is unable to acquire a large number of servent bots, the
botnet will be degraded to a traditional centralized botnet (the relationship of these two
botnets is discussed in Section 4.2.3), which is much easier to be shut down. For this reason,
defenders should focus their defense eﬀort on computers with static global IP addresses,
preventing them from being compromised, or removing compromised ones quickly.
Second, as shown in Section 4.5, before a botmaster issues an update command for the
ﬁrst time, a botnet is in its most vulnerable state since it is mainly connected through the
small set of initial servent bots. Therefore, defenders should develop quick detection and
response systems, enabling them to quickly shut down the initial set of servent bots in a
newly created botnet before its botmaster issues the ﬁrst update command.
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The third defense method relies on honeypot techniques. If a botnet cannot detect honeypots, defenders could try to poison its communication channel. Defenders let their infected
honeypots join the botnet and claim to have static global IP addresses (these honeypots are
conﬁgured to accept connections from other bots), they will be treated as servent bots. As
a result, they will occupy many positions in peer lists of many bots, greatly decreasing the
number of valid communication channels in the hybrid P2P botnet. In addition, defenders
would know the detailed botnet communication structure and its members through those
spying honeypots. With the detailed knowledge of the botnet, defenders could eﬀectively
shut it down by cutting oﬀ its remaining fragile communication channels.
Another controversial defense approach falls in the category of so-called “good worm”
defense [87, 80], or the “cyber-immune system” [103]. Defenders program a “good-purpose”
code to exploit the same vulnerability used in a botnet. The code will compromise vulnerable
machines in the Internet and patch them. When a machine is already infected by a botnet,
the good-purpose code obtains the bot’s peer list, cleans the bot code, and then reversely
compromises and cleans bots in the peer list. If a cleaned host is contacted by any other
bots, the good-purpose code could ﬁre back and clean those bots as well. However, this
active defense is in fact another form of Internet attack; it would probably cause more harm
than good. Thus it may not be a practical defense in the real world.
As discussed in Section 4.6, the strong robustness of the proposed botnet relies heavily
on the peer-list updating procedure. Servent bots used in the peer-list updating procedure
form the backbone of the communication network of a botnet. Therefore, the best strategy
to disrupt the communication channel of a botnet, if the botnet cannot detect honeypots, is
to poison the peer-list updating procedure with the following steps. First, once a honeypot
is infected by a bot program, defenders quickly let the bot program infect many other honeypots (for example, by redirecting the bot’s outgoing infection traﬃc to other honeypots).
Then, when receiving a report command from the botmaster, all honeypot bots report as
servent bots so that they will be used in the peer-list updating procedure. Defenders would
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achieve better poisoning defense if they have distributed honeypots and a large number of
IP addresses.
When defenders conduct the above poisoning defense, a fraction of servent bots can
be treated as being removed from the botnet. The botnet robustness studies presented in
Section 4.6 show the eﬀectiveness of such a defense.

4.7.2

Botnet Monitoring Based on Honeypot Techniques

Honeypot is an eﬀective way to trap and spy on malware and malicious activities. Because
compromised machines in a botnet need to cooperate and work together, it is particular
eﬀective to use honeypot techniques in botnet spying [43, 95], if a botnet cannot detect
and get rid oﬀ honeypot bots. The third annihilation method introduced above relies on
honeypot techniques. In this section, we will introduce botnet monitoring and detection
approaches based on honeypot techniques.

4.7.2.1

Botnet Monitoring Based on Spying Honeypots

If a botnet cannot eﬀectively detect honeypots, defenders could let their honeypots join
botnets and monitor botnet activities. Based on honeypot bots, defenders may be able
to obtain the plain text of commands issued by a botmaster. Once the meaning of the
commands is understood, defenders are able to: (1). Quickly ﬁnd the sensor machines
used by a botmaster in report commands. If a sensor machine can be captured by defenders
before the collected information on it is erased by its botmaster, they might be able to obtain
detailed information of the entire botnet; (2). Know the target in an attack command so
that they could implement corresponding countermeasures quickly right before (or as soon
as) the actual attack begins.
Another honeypot-based monitoring opportunity happens during peer-list updating procedure. First, defenders could let their honeypot bots claim to be servent bots in peer-list
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updating. By doing this, these honeypots will be connected by many bots in the botnet; and
hence, defenders are able to monitor a large fraction of the botnet. Second, during peer-list
updating, each honeypot bot could get a fresh peer list, which means the number of bots
revealed to each honeypot could be doubled.
A honeypot could be conﬁgured to route all its outgoing traﬃc to other honeypots; at
the same time, the trapped malicious code still believes that it has contacted some real
machines. This technique has been used before, such as in [45, 117]. Based on the similar
technique, defenders could quickly build up a large number of spying honeypot bots by
rerouting the infections sent out from already compromised honeypots to other vulnerable
honeypots. In this way, defenders have many spying bots at hand, enabling them to monitor
the botnet eﬀectively. Because all of these spying honeypots run the real bot code, a remote
code authentication 3 cannot enable a botnet or its peer-list updating sensor to detect these
spying honeypots.
Upon receiving a botnet report command, a honeypot could have its special program
to send back a large amount of identities of fake bots. The information should not be sent
from one single IP address. Instead, the honeypot should send out each fake bot’s ID and
host characteristics with diﬀerent IP addresses. This approach falls in the category of “Sybil
attack” [51]. It is another way to build up spying honeypot bots, to decrease the number of
actual core servent bots or the botnet size (if the botmaster stops its botnet growth upon
reaching a predeﬁned size). However, this Sybil defense can be defeated if a botnet has
a mechanism to conduct remote code authentication, such as using the Oblivious Hashing
method [41].
From the above discussion, we can see that by using remote code authentication, a botnet
could prevent a defense honeypot from sending information of a large amount of fake bots
to its sensor, but it cannot prevent defenders from generating many spying honeypot bots
by using real infected honeypots.
3

Remote code authentication is “the problem of verifying the identity of a remote program.” [41]
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Figure 4.7: Botnet monitoring with one honeypot joining as a servent bot. (a) Botnet growth
and a honeypot monitoring as one of the initial servent bot; (b) A honeypot monitoring by
joining before/after peer-list updating procedure.
For the simulated botnet shown in Fig. 4.3, we conduct another set of simulations where
we assume one of its servent bots is a defender’s honeypot. We simulate three scenarios: the
honeypot joining the botnet as one of initial servent bots; joining the botnet as a servent bot
halfway before the peer-list updating procedure (when the botnet accumulates 500 servent
bots—the peer-list updating procedure happens when the botnet accumulates 1000 servent
bots); and joining the botnet right after the peer-list updating procedure. Fig. 4.7 shows
the simulation results averaged over 100 simulation runs. The peer-list updating procedure
happens around time t=110 (each bot is assumed to send out 358 scans per unit time to the
entire IPv4 space, similar to what Code Red worm did [133]).
If the honeypot is one of the initial servent bots, Fig. 4.7(a) shows that before the peerlist updating procedure, the honeypot could monitor most infected computers since it would
appear in most bots’ peer lists (as explained in Fig. 4.2). After the peer-list updating
procedure, the honeypot could only observe a few more bots because it loses its critical role
in the botnet connectivity. Fig. 4.7(b) shows that if the honeypot joins in the botnet halfway
before the peer-list updating procedure, it knows on average around 450 bots in the botnet
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after the botnet propagation stops; while the honeypot could only know around 30 bots in
the botnet if it joins after the peer-list updating procedure.
It could be very hard for a defender’s honeypot to be one of initial servent bots, especially
botmasters know the risk and select those initial servent bots very carefully. Therefore, we
only consider the more realistic monitoring case where honeypots join as servent bots before
the botmaster’s peer-list updating procedure.

4.7.2.2

Simulation and Analysis of Botnet Monitoring by Multiple Honeypots

It would be interesting to know how many honeypots defenders should set up in order
to have an eﬀective monitoring. To study this, we conduct another set of simulations by
varying the number of honeypots joining a botnet before the peer-list updating procedure.
Fig. 4.8 shows the number of exposed bots after the botnet stops growing as it reaches its
desired size of 20,000 (the other simulation settings are the same as the experiment shown
in Fig. 4.3). The simulation results are derived by averaging over 100 simulation runs.
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Figure 4.8: Honeypot monitoring by joining as servent bots before the peer-list updating
procedure
We can actually derive an analytical model to estimate the mean value of exposed bots,
denoted by E[Nexposed ], when there are n honeypots joining the botnet before the peer-list
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updating procedure. Suppose the peer list size is M , the ﬁnal botnet has I number of bots,
and the number of servent bots used in peer-list updating procedure is K. In our simulations,
M = 20, I = 20, 000 and K = 1, 000.
Before the peer-list updating procedure, because few bots put any of those n honeypots
in their peer lists (peer lists are dominated by initial servent bots), we ignore these small
number of bots in our analysis, and hence, only consider how many bots have put at least
one honeypot in their peer lists after the peer-list updating procedure.
For a speciﬁc bot, its peer list contains M servent bots. Since the vast majority of servent
bots in peer lists belong to the group of K bots used in peer-list updating procedure, we can
assume with little error that all servent bots in any peer list are picked from those K bots.
Thus the probability that the peer list in a speciﬁc bot contains none of those n honeypots
is:
(1 −

n
n
n
n
)(1 −
)(1 −
) · · · (1 −
)
K
K −1
K −2
K −M

(Eq. 4.7)

When K ≫ M , which is the case in our simulations, (Eq. 4.7) is approximately equal to:
(1 −

n M
)
K

(Eq. 4.8)

which is the probability that this bot will not be exposed to honeypots.
Since the botnet has overall I bots, the average number of exposed bots would be:

E[Nexposed ] = I[1 − (1 −

n M
) ]
K

(Eq. 4.9)

Fig. 4.8 also shows the analytical result derived from the above model (Eq. 4.9), which
matches nicely with the simulation results. Because the analytical model ignores the few
bots exposed before the peer-list updating procedure, the analytical estimates are slightly
smaller than simulation results as exhibited in this ﬁgure.
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4.7.2.3

Simulation and Analysis of Botnet Monitoring via Darknet Space

The honeypot-based defense methods introduced above assume that compromised honeypots can join in a botnet and continue spying on the botnet activities. Sometimes this requirement may not be satisﬁed, e.g., when a botnet can quickly detect its honeypot members and
remove them from its network [135]. For this reason, we introduce another honeypot-based
monitoring technique, which only requires that the botnet could be fooled by a honeypot
initially to pass its complete code, including its peer list, to the honeypot.
“Darknet space”, or called “black hole”, “network telescope”, is a chunk of IP space that
have no real computers. It is well known that darknet is eﬀective in monitoring Internet malicious traﬃc [106, 86, 133]. By implementing “honeyd” [21], or an advanced honeypot-based
darknet monitor (such as Internet Motion Sensor [17]), defenders may be able to trap a large
number of botnet infection attempts. If the bot program cannot detect the darknet monitor and its honeypots initially, and passes its peer list in each infection attempt, defenders
could get many copies of peer lists, obtaining the identities and important information (IP
addresses, encryption key, service port) of many servent bots in a botnet.
Because the servent bots used in peer-list updating procedure form the backbone of a
botnet, we are interested in the fraction of these servent bots that are exposed via a darknet
space monitoring. Here we present a simple analytical model for such a monitoring system.
Suppose the darknet begins capturing infection attempts after the peer-list updating
procedure. Each captured infection attempt provides one peer list containing M servent
bots, and there are K servent bots used in this peer-list updating procedure. For a speciﬁc
servent bot used in peer-list updating procedure, it has probability p1 to be exposed by one
captured peer list where p1 < M/K. Section 4.6 tells us that most servent bots in the peer
list are the ones that have been used in peer list updating procedure. Thus we can estimate
p1 as:
p1 ≈ M/K
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(Eq. 4.10)

Therefore, if the darknet space captures x infection attempts, the probability that a
speciﬁc servent bot used in peer-list updating procedure is exposed (through the captured
peer lists) is equal to:
1 − (1 −

M x
)
K

(Eq. 4.11)

Based on (Eq. 4.10) and (Eq. 4.11), we can derive the average number of servent bots used
′
], that will be exposed by x captured
in peer-list updating procedure, denoted by E[Nexposed

infection attempts:
′
E[Nexposed
] = K[1 − (1 −

M x
) ]
K

(Eq. 4.12)

Fig. 4.9 shows the simulation results (averaged over 100 simulation runs) and the analytical model results. The analytical results match well with the simulation results but are
a bit higher, which is due to the fact that (Eq. 4.10) has slightly overestimated the value of
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Figure 4.9: Darknet monitoring of servent bots used in peer-list updating procedure
Fig. 4.9 shows that if the darknet can capture 200 copies of peer lists, defenders would
be able to know more than 95% of servent bots used in peer-list updating procedure. Thus
this darknet based monitoring is an eﬀective way to track the proposed botnet. However,
this approach still relies on honeypot techniques. If a bot infection is composed by several
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sequential components (which is the case for most current botnets [59]), and a bot passes its
peer list to a newly infected host only after the remote host is veriﬁed not being a honeypot,
the darknet-based monitoring approach would become invalid.

4.7.3

Botnet Detection and Monitoring Without Honeypots

The previous subsection shows that we can propose many eﬀective botnet monitoring
approaches based on honeypot techniques. However, as honeypot-based defense systems
gradually become popular and widely deployed, botmasters will inevitably develop their
botnets to detect honeypots. For this reason, we propose botnet detection and monitoring
approaches that do not rely on honeypots.

4.7.3.1

Monitoring Traﬃc to Botnet Sensor

A possible weakness point of the proposed botnet is its centralized monitoring sensor. If
defenders have set up a good traﬃc logging system, it is possible that they could capture
the traﬃc to a botnet sensor. We call such a monitoring system as a botnet sensor monitor.
Even though defenders may not be able to capture a botnet sensor before its botmaster
destroys the sensor (after completing botmaster’s monitoring task), they still could use the
captured traﬃc log to ﬁgure out the IP addresses of bots who contacted the sensor in the
past. In this way, defenders could get a relatively complete picture of a botnet.

4.7.3.2

Detecting and Monitoring Servent Bots

In the proposed hybrid P2P botnet, servent bots, especially those used in the peer-list
updating procedure, are the backbone of a botnet. Fig. 4.3 shows that each servent bot
used in the peer-list updating will serve 300 to 500 bots. If a non-server host is infected and
serves as one of these servent bots, the host is relatively easy to be spotted by defenders
due to the huge increase of traﬃc in and out of this host. When the number of servent bots
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compared to the total botnet population decreases, each of these servent bots must serve a
larger number of bots, and hence, is easier to be detected by defenders.
A simple statistical analysis can show this relationship. Denote the number of client bots
served by a servent bot as D. For the proposed botnet, D is a random variable. Suppose
the peer-list updating procedure is conducted after a botnet ﬁnishes its propagation, then
all servent bots are used in the updating procedure; and hence, they have evenly distributed
connection degrees. Following the same notations as in previous analysis, K is the number
of servent bots in a botnet, I is the botnet size, and M is the peer list size. There are
I − K client bots in the botnet, each of which connects to M servent bots. Thus there are
(I − K) · M connection links initiated from client bots to servent bots. We can derive the
mean value of the number of client bots served by each servent bot as:

E[D] =

(I − K) · M
I ·M
=
−M
K
K

(Eq. 4.13)

It is not hard to derive the distribution of D. In the peer-list updating procedure, each
client bot is given a randomly chosen peer list by the updating sensor. For any speciﬁc servent
bot, each client bot has an equal and small probability M/K to connect to the servent bot.
Therefore, the random variable D follows “Binormial distribution” with parameters (I − K)
and M/K, i.e.,
D ∼ B(I − K, M/K)

4.8

(Eq. 4.14)

Discussion

From the defense discussion in previous section, we see that honeypot plays a critical
role in most defense methods against the proposed hybrid P2P botnet. Botmasters might
design countermeasures against honeypot defense systems. Such countermeasures might
include detecting honeypots based on software or hardware ﬁngerprinting [102, 44, 21], or
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exploiting the legal and ethical constraints held by honeypot owners [135]. Most of current
botnets do not attempt to avoid honeypots—perhaps it is simply because attackers have
not felt the threat from honeypot defense yet. As honeypot-based defense becomes popular
and being widely deployed, we believe botmasters will eventually add honeypot detection
mechanisms in their botnets. The war between honeypot-based defense and honeypot-aware
botnet attack (Chapter 6) will come soon and intensify in the near future.
For botnet defense, current research shows that it is not very hard to monitor Internet
botnets [47, 32, 95]. The hard problem is: how to defend against attacks sent from botnets,
since it is normally very hard to shut down a botnet’s control? Because of legal and ethical
reason, we as security defenders cannot actively attack or compromise a remote bot machine
or a botnet C&C server, even if we are sure a remote machine is installed with a bot program.
For example, the well-known “good worm” approach is not practical in the real world. The
current practice of collaborating with the ISPs containing bot-infected machines is slow and
resource-consuming. There are still signiﬁcant challenges in botnet defense research in this
aspect.
From the robustness study in Section 4.6 and the defense study in Section 4.7, we can
see that the proposed hybrid P2P botnet makes a future botnet harder to be monitored, but
most importantly, makes a botnet MUCH harder to shut down. By replacing a few isolated
C&C servers with a signiﬁcantly larger amount of interleaved servent bots, the proposed
botnet greatly increases its survivability.
The proposed hybrid P2P botnet utilizes centralized sensor hosts. This does not make
it as weak as a centralized version of botnets. First, sensor hosts are not responsible for
botnet command and control communication—their roles are data collection and peer list
distribution. If a sensor host is detected and monitored, the botnet could possibly be fully
exposed to defenders. However, the botnet will still have its strong survivability as discussed
in Section 4.6. In other words, the command and control channel of the proposed botnet is
mostly peer-to-peer structured and not aﬀected by sensor hosts. Second, sensor hosts are
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disposable. When a botmaster suspects that her senor host is being monitored, he/she can
simply discard it and pick another compromised machine as the sensor host.
The proposed hybrid P2P botnet represents only a speciﬁc P2P botnet design. In reality,
botmasters may come up with some other types of P2P botnet designs. However, we believe
this research is still meaningful to security community. The proposed design is practical
and can be implemented by botmasters with little engineering complexities. Botmasters will
come with a similar design sooner or later, and we must be well prepared for such an attack,
or a similar attack, before it happens.

4.9

Summary

In this chapter, we proposed an advanced hybrid P2P botnet. This botnet has many
special features which improve its robustness, controllability, and reduce its degree of exposure and detectability. For example, servant bots help eﬃciently distribute commands; a
peer list of ﬁxed number of bots limits the exposure of botnet brought by a compromised bot
member; peer list exchange replaces the bootstrap procedure, which is a possible single point
of failure during botnet construction; peer list updating procedure balances the connectivity
of servant bots; encrypted command and control communication prevents defenders from
eavesdropping, and individualized service port prevents defenders from detecting bots based
on network ﬂow.
In addition, we introduced two metrics — connected ratio and degree ratio, which are used
to evaluate the robustness of botnets under defense. By using simulation-based experiments,
the proposed hybrid P2P botnet has shown to be resilient to bot removal defenses.
In the end, we discussed how to ﬁght against proposed botnet from two directions: (1).
honeypot-based: our study showed honeypots still play an very important role in botnet
mitigation; and (2). non-honeypot-based: in this case, servant bots and sensors set by
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botmasters are break points, because they both possess important botnet information and
handle huge amount of traﬃc, which make them relatively easy to be detected.
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CHAPTER 5: PEER-TO-PEER BOTNETS
COUNTERMEASURES

5.1

Introduction

We believe P2P botnet defense study should be composed with three areas of research:
detection, monitoring, and mitigation. Botnet detection has been widely studied by other
researchers such as [38,66], and hence, we will not discuss it in this dissertation. Instead, we
will exploit and analyze possible solutions for P2P botnet monitoring and mitigation.
In this chapter, we do research on the countermeasures against P2P botnets, especially
focus on three defense techniques: index poisoning defense, Sybil defense and passive monitoring. We study these techniques from multiple aspects: presenting the basic ideas, discussing possible attacker’s counterattacks, providing mathematical analysis to evaluate their
performance, and verifying our analysis using simulation-based experiments, which are done
in a P2P botnet simulator developed by us. Besides, upon our study, we are able to obtain
one counter-intuitive ﬁnding: unlike what people generally think that all P2P botnets are
more resilient to defense than centralized botnets, if the index poisoning defense is valid
(when the botnet adopts existing P2P protocols and relies on ﬁle index to disseminate commands), P2P botnets are equally easy (or hard) to defend compared to traditional centralized
botnets.
Actually in research on P2P ﬁle-sharing networks, people have long noticed that most
P2P protocols are susceptible to index poisoning attack [79] and Sybil attack [51]. Since
existing P2P botnets, such as Trojan.Peacomm and Stormnet, directly utilize existing P2P
protocols, security defenders could rely on the same principle to conduct index poisoning
defense and Sybil defense. Researchers in [57, 64, 49] have pointed out that index poisoning
defense and Sybil defense can be used to ﬁght against P2P botnets. However, none of them
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Symbol
m
Kademlia k
∆b
c

Botnet

N
Nbot
Ntz
Nindex
NSybil
Nquery
ltz
Psuccess

Table 5.1: Parameters used in analysis
Meaning
The number of bits used to represent a node ID or a key.
The maximum number of nodes in a bucket in a routing table.
The number of bits improved per step for a lookup.
The number of bits two binary numbers (node ID or key)
share in common in their preﬁxes.
The number of nodes in a P2P network.
The number of bots in a P2P network.
The number of bots in the target zone.
The number of nodes poisoned in the target zone.
The number of Sybil nodes added to the target zone.
The number of bots sending out queries for commands.
The length of a search path in the target zone.
The probability of a bot getting a real command.

have presented analysis of the performance of these two defense approaches, nor have they
discussed how attackers might evade these defenses.
Moreover, for passive monitoring, most of the work are empirical studies. To the best of
our knowledge, no mathematical analysis has been provided. But we analyze the eﬀectiveness
of passive monitoring, aiming at a speciﬁc type of P2P botnet, and are able to give an lower
bound for the number of bots that an inﬁltrated node can monitor.
Before we present our studies of mitigation and monitoring approaches, we will ﬁrst
provide basic background knowledge on the Kademlia P2P protocol, which is the protocol
used by the famous Trojan.Peacomm and Stormnet P2P botnets considered in our later
discussion.
Notations used in this chapter are summarized and explained in Table 5.1.
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5.2

Kademlia Peer-to-Peer Protocol

First, we brieﬂy introduce Kademlia and Kad. For more details about them, please refer
to [83, 116, 108].
Kademlia is a distributed hash table (DHT) protocol designed for P2P networks [83],
since it is the protocol implemented in Overnet, a P2P network used by Trojan.Peacomm
and Stormnet for communication, and such network is our focus in the following sections.
In Kademlia-based networks, each node has a unique node ID, which is represented by an
m-bit binary number. Each node has a routing table containing m lists; each list corresponds
to each bit of the node ID. Each list is usually referred as a k-bucket, where k is the maximum
number of nodes in each list.
Nodes stored in node A’s ith k-bucket (i = 0, 1, ..., m − 1) are the nodes whose node ID
must have the ﬁrst i bits in common with node A’s ID, but have a diﬀerent (i + 1)-th bit
from node A’s ID. Fig. 5.1 is an example of a routing table on a node whose ID starts with
1011.
In the distributed hash table preserved in Kademlia-based network, each entry is a <key,
value> pair, in which the key is also an m-bit binary number, and the value part stores the
corresponding ﬁle or node information. Each <key, value> pair is stored on nodes whose
node IDs are the closest ones to the key in the network, and the distance is computed as the
exclusive or (XOR) of the key and the node ID. The distance between two nodes is computed
in the same way.
Kademlia uses iterative routing mechanism. When node A searches for a key, it ﬁrst ﬁnds
α nodes which are the closest ones to the key in its routing table, and then initiates lookup
queries to these α nodes. Each one of these nodes will send back a response with either
the corresponding value part if the <key, value> pair is stored on it, or a certain number
of nodes which are the closest ones to the key in its own routing tables if it does not have
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Figure 5.1: Routing table of a node whose ID has m bits and starts with 1011 (For illustration
purpose, we only use 4-bit preﬁx to represent each node). The table contains m lists; each
list holds at most k nodes and is called “k-bucket”. In the 0th k-bucket, the ﬁrst bit of each
node’s ID diﬀers from 1011; in the 1st k-bucket, each node’s ID has the same ﬁrst bit as
1011, but diﬀerent second bit. In the 2nd k-bucket, nodes share the ﬁrst two bits with 1011,
but have a diﬀerent third bit. The rest of the k-buckets follow the same manner.
the pair node A is looking for. A lookup query stops when there is a query hit or when it
expires.
Besides Kademlia, Kad is another popular DHT protocol for P2P networks. It has been
deployed by eMule [5] ﬁle-sharing application. However, Kad is based on Kademlia with
a slightly diﬀerent routing table structure and parameter settings, such as the number of
bits of a node ID (it is 160 in Kademlia, but 128 in Kad). These diﬀerences do not aﬀect
our study on Kademlia-based P2P network in the following, so our analysis applies to both
Kademlia and Kad networks. In the later discussion, we do not diﬀerentiate Kademlia from
Kad, unless it is explicitly mentioned otherwise.
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5.3

Index Poisoning Defense

5.3.1

Defense Idea

Originally, media companies introduced “index poisoning” defense to prevent illegal distribution of copyrighted content in P2P networks. The main idea is to insert massive number
of bogus records into the index. If a peer receives bogus record, it could end up not being
able to locate the ﬁle (nonexistent location), or downloading the wrong ﬁle [79].
As we discussed in Section 3.4, P2P botnets that implement C&C mechanism of command
publishing/subscribing make use of the indices in P2P networks to distribute commands. We
refer such botnets as “index-based ” P2P botnets. Trojan.Peacomm botnet and Stormnet
are two typical examples. If defenders are able to ﬁgure out the index keys of the botnet
command related index records, they can try to “poison” the index by announcing false
information under the same keys. If the false information overwhelms the real command
content, bots that query and retrieve commands will likely end up obtaining false commands.
In this way, the C&C channels of the botnet are disrupted.
We believe there are three reasons that index-based P2P botnets are vulnerable to index
poisoning defense.
First, a security defect of P2P protocol itself is the root cause. In most of the P2P
networks, there is no central authority to manage the ﬁle index, such that any node, no
matter benign or malicious, is able to insert records into the index. There is no way to
authenticate the identity of the node and content of the records.
Second, with the help of honeypot and reverse engineering techniques, defenders are able
to analyze bot behaviors and bot code, and ﬁgure out the bot command related index keys.
Third, in some sense, the C&C architecture of this type of P2P botnets is similar to that of
the traditional centralized botnets because of the limited number of index keys for command
distribution. As shown in Fig. 5.2, in centralized botnets, commands are published at central
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(a) Centralized Botnet

(b) Index-based P2P Botnet

Figure 5.2: Similarity of logical C&C structures between traditional centralized botnets and
index-based P2P botnets
sites, where bots are going to fetch the commands; on the other hand, in index-based P2P
botnets, commands cmd are inserted in the index by botmasters under special index keys,
such as k2 , k3 and ki which are known by bots and queried for retrieving commands.
From the aspect of C&C architecture, index-based P2P botnets logically rely on central
points (predeﬁned index keys), while traditional botnets physically rely on central points
(predeﬁned C&C servers) for communication. From the aspect of defense, for a traditional
C&C botnet, defenders shut down C&C channels by physically removing the C&C servers or
blocking access to the servers; while for a P2P botnet, defenders overwhelm real command
related records by many bogus records under the same keys (the basic idea of index poisoning
technique) to disrupt C&C communication. Therefore, we can draw a conclusion that P2P
botnets are not absolutely harder to defend than traditional centralized botnets. If index
poisoning defense is valid for a P2P botnet, the P2P botnet is equally easy (or hard) to
defend compared with a traditional centralized botnet.

5.3.2

Attackers’ Possible Counterattack

Although index poisoning defense is eﬀective, it is still possible for attackers to evade it,
if they can eliminate the causes discussed in Section 5.3.1.
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Overbot [107], a new botnet protocol designed by Starnberger et al., addressed the second
and the third issues. In Overbot, each bot generate its own index key for retrieving command
and that key dynamically changes at a certain rate, in addition the communication between
bots and sensors (nodes used by botmaster to publish commands) is encrypted. Thus, it
is very diﬃcult for defenders to crack or predict the index key, even though defenders are
able to do it for one single bot, it is still not helpful, because each bot has diﬀerent index
key. However, for the same reason, sensors have to publish a <key, command> pair for each
bot they know periodically, which increases the sensors’ workloads and makes them more
suspicious. In other words, the advantages of Overbot come with the lack of scalability and
increase of detectability.
Now we present a novel and realistic method that attackers might use to deal with
index poisoning defense—an authentication enforcement for command generation and index
manipulation. It addresses the ﬁrst cause of index-based P2P botnets being vulnerable to
index poisoning (Section 5.3.1). In this approach, only botmasters can insert records to the
command index preserved on bots. Bots can only query to fetch commands.
To realize the authentication, a botmaster generates a pair of public/private keys <
K + , K − >, and hard-codes the public key K + into the bot code. Later, when the botmaster
wants to issue a command m under key k, he/she can insert a record < k, m, K − (H(m)) >
instead of < k, m > into the index on a bot, saying bot A, where H(m) is the hash value of
m (i.e., the command is signed by the botmaster). Bot A can decide if the record is created
by its botmaster or not by using the public key K + to verify the signature. If the signature
is authentic, bot A stores this record in the index and waits for others to query, otherwise it
discards the fake one. In this way, the index on a bot will not be polluted.
In addition, this authentication mechanism can prevent the spread of false commands.
Even if defenders manage to store entries with forged commands in the index on controlled
peers (e.g., honeypots infected by a captured bot binary), bots can verify the authenticity
of received commands using the public key and disregard the false ones.
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Most of existing P2P protocols have not implemented this kind of authentication mechanism. Thus in order to deploy it, attackers need to modify the existing P2P protocols,
which implies that this counter index poisoning technique can only be applied to bot-only
P2P botnets because the botnets cannot join existing P2P ﬁle-sharing networks anymore.

5.3.3

Analytical Study

In this section, we give an analytical study on performance of index poisoning defense
against index-based P2P botnets. Our target is a P2P botnet like Trajon.Peacomm botnet
and Stormnet that has implemented Kademlia-based distributed hash table (DHT) protocol
for C&C communication. Similar study can be conducted on P2P botnets utilizing other
protocols.

Figure 5.3: A search path for a key, where node A is the initiator and node D is the
destination. On this path node B4 could be a node targeted by defenders to interrupt the
search.
As introduced in Section 5.2, in a Kademlia-based DHT, each entry is a <key, value>
pair, and each pair is stored on at least one node whose node ID is closest to the key in the
network. If defenders want to pollute a P2P botnet’s index records under key K, they need
to contact nodes (poisoned nodes) whose IDs are close to K, and store pairs like <K, false
value> on them. In this way, when a bot queries for key K to retrieve commands, those
poisoned nodes will have a good chance to appear on the search path and return false query
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value, and hence, prevent bots from reaching nodes who possess the real commands. As
illustrated in Fig. 5.3, a bot node A initiates a lookup for index key K, the search path is
supposed to go through node B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 and B5 , until it reaches node D who has the
pair <K, command>. If a pair <K, false command> has been added in the index on node
B4 , when the lookup message reaches node B4 , the node would return the false command
and terminates the search.
We assume that node IDs are uniformly distributed over the entire Kademlia ID space,
which is supported by the study in [108]. Suppose defenders choose Nindex nodes whose IDs
agree at least the ﬁrst c bits in common with K. We call the zone around K the “target
zone”. Only when a lookup path enters the target zone, is it possible that a poisoned node
will be chosen, return a search result and terminate the search. Let x be the probability of
choosing a poisoned node in one lookup step, then 1 − x is the probability of not choosing
one. Therefore the probability of a bot obtaining the real command is

Psuccess = (1 − x)ltz

(Eq. 5.1)

where ltz is the length of a search path within the target zone.
When a peer initiates a lookup for a key, in general, the expected number of steps required
to perform a lookup is given as follows [116]:

l=

log2 N
∆b

(Eq. 5.2)

where N is the size of the network. We assume all the nodes are bots, so Nbot = N in this
case. And ∆b is the number of bits improved per step, which depends on the structure of the
routing table. Thus within the target zone, ltz = log2 Ntz /∆b. Since node IDs are uniformly
distributed, the number of nodes in the target zone is Ntz = N/2c , and x = Nindex /Ntz . The
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Figure 5.4: Performance of index poisoning defense technique illustrated by numerical results
complete formula to calculate Psuccess is
Psuccess = (1 −

2c × Nindex (log2 N −c)/∆b
)
N

(Eq. 5.3)

According to Equation (Eq. 5.3), the performance of index poisoning technique depends
on four parameters. We have provided numerical results in Fig. 5.4 to show their impacts
on Psuccess by changing the parameters.
Fig. 5.4(a) illustrates that a botnet would be more robust to index poisoning defense, if
for each lookup more bits can be improved, i.e., the average length of search path is short.
When search path is short, poisoned nodes have less chance to be chosen along the path1 .
It is shown in Fig. 5.4(b) that in order to achieve better performance, defender could
choose a larger c, i.e. choosing nodes that are closer to the command related key to poison.
However it is not always a good idea to choose a large c, because we want to have at least one
step along the lookup path falls in the target zone, otherwise bots can directly get commands
without going through a poisoned node. In other words, ltz ≥ 1, i.e., c ≤ log2 N − ∆b. In
our case, N = 980000, ∆b = 3.25, so c ≤ 16.7, and for the setup c = 9 and c = 10 used in
Fig. 5.4(b), ltz is 3.35 and 3.05 respectively.
1

The value of ∆b was estimated in [116]. 3.25 is the worst case, while 6.98 is the best case.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between analytical and simulation results of Psuccess for index poisoning defense. The simulated P2P botnet is Kademlia-based with a D(1, 1, 8) routing table
structure, and c = 3.
The size of the network would also aﬀect the performance of index poisoning defense.
However, it does not matter that much, since given a ﬁxed percentage of poisoned nodes in
the target zone, it can barely change ltz due to the log2 operator (log2 980000 = 19.90 and
log2 (12000 × 28 ) = 22.29)2 .
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5.3.4

Simulation Evaluation

To evaluate the accuracy of our analysis, we develop a P2P botnet simulator based on
OverSim [33], an open source P2P simulator. The P2P botnet we simulate employs Kademlia
protocol for the C&C communication.
In [116], Stutzbach et al. deﬁned a system D(b, r, k), which uses b-bit symbols with rbit resolution and k-buckets, to represent the routing table structure of a Kademlia-based
DHT protocol. According to this deﬁnition, the routing table structure implemented in our
simulator can be denoted as D(1, 1, 8) (i.e., b = 1, r = 1, k = 8), which is consistent with
the basic Kademlia design. Correspondingly, the average bits improved per lookup step in
our simulated system is ∆b = 4.413 To reduce the computation time, we set m to be 16
instead of 160 which is the default setting in Kademlia protocol. Experiments on comparing
the performance of index poisoning defense with diﬀerent values of m (Fig. 5.5(a)(c)) show
that its value does not matter.
We consider two diﬀerent sizes of such botnets with N =10000, and N =20000, respectively. The parameters we change are Nquery , the number of bots who queries for commands
and Nindex , the number of bots whose indices has been poisoned. The node IDs of these
Nindex poisoned nodes share at least the ﬁrst c = 3 bits with a given command related key.
In each simulation run, every bot in the set of Nquery query bots looks for the command once;
and we calculate Psuccess based on how many of them actually obtain the real command. To
derive the average value of Psuccess , we conducted at least 20 simulation runs for each botnet
conﬁguration.
Fig. 5.5 shows the experiment results comparing to the analytical result obtained from
our analysis. According to Equation (Eq. 5.3), Psuccess does not depend on Nquery . Therefore,
only one curve is plotted as the analytical result (the solid blue line in the ﬁgure). As we
2

An estimate was given in [116] that the Kad network has around 980,000 concurrent peers. Authors
of [108] claimed that the population of peers in Kad network is between 12,000×28 and 20,000×28 .
3
Please refer to the paper [116] for the detailed formulas to compute ∆b given the routing table structure
D(b, r, k).
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can see, the analytical result matches with simulation results of Psuccess with around 10% of
errors. Fig. 5.5(c) plots the results from another simulation with the same settings as Fig.
5.5(a), except that m = 160. According to our analysis (Eq. 5.3), Psuccess does not depend
on the value of m. Fig. 5.5(c) conﬁrms this conclusion.

5.4

5.4.1

Sybil Defense

Defense Idea

In a normal P2P ﬁle-sharing network, “Sybil attack” is referred as the forging of multiple
identities by attackers to subvert the reputation system [51]. The reason of P2P networks
being vulnerable to Sybil attack is that peers can join the network without authentication
or validation of their identities. It is an inherent vulnerability for most P2P networks and
protocols [109, 123].
For the same reason, an index-based P2P botnet that implements a traditional P2P
protocol will also be susceptible to Sybil-based defense as well. With the knowledge of index
keys used for command distribution, defenders can add Sybil nodes (such as honeypots) into
the botnet to re-route or monitor the command related traﬃc. How to set up Sybil nodes
depends on the P2P system implementation. In an unstructured P2P network, in order to
capture more botnet traﬃc, defenders will set up Sybils to be peers with more important
roles, e.g. setting up Sybil nodes as ultrapeers in Gnutella because only ultrapeers are
allowed to forward messages. In a structured P2P network, such as Kad, the node IDs of
Sybil nodes should not be chosen randomly, but be close to a known command related index
key, as discussed in [64, 49]. In this way, command query traﬃc for the key will go through
the Sybil nodes with a high probability according to the Kad’s routing algorithm. We call
such defense “targeted ” Sybil defense.
For defenders, the cost for Sybil defense is usually higher than index poisoning defense.
This is because either a physical or a virtual machine is needed to set up a Sybil node; in
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other words, more Sybil nodes require more computer resources, while publishing diﬀerent
records to poison index can be done by a single node.

5.4.2

Attackers’ Possible Counterattack

Similarly, approaches used for protecting today’s P2P networks from Sybil attack may
also work for botmasters to prevent defenders from inﬁltrating their P2P botnets using Sybil
nodes. Here we brieﬂy introduce possible counterattack methods.
In Kademlia-based P2P networks, a node ID can be constructed by hashing the node’s
IP address as what Chord does [112], rather than being randomly generated by a joining
node itself like what Kad does [108]. If the network uses a node’s IP address to generate
the node ID, Sybil nodes will not be able to choose any IDs they want. When a botmaster
applies this scheme in his/her P2P botnet, defenders cannot target a speciﬁc key to set up
their Sybil nodes. In this case, Sybil nodes are just randomly added into the botnet, which
is referred as “random” Sybil attack. This kind of Sybil defense is much less eﬀective than
targeted Sybil defense as shown in the next section.
Furthermore, caching technique [83], which was meant to solve “hot spots” problem, can
also be utilized by a P2P botnet to reduce the eﬀectiveness of Sybil defense. Because the
command related index records will be stored not only on bots that were chosen at the
beginning by their botmaster (e.g., unstructured network) or according to the protocol (e.g.,
structured network), but also on bots that may not be easily identiﬁed. Thus even targeted
Sybil defense cannot cover all the bots that possess the command information.

5.4.3

Analytical Study

Now we analyze Sybil defense on the same type of P2P botnets as in Section 5.3.3,
Kademlia-based P2P botnets. The notations have the same meaning unless explicitly mentioned.
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If node IDs can be chosen randomly, defenders can create special NSybil Sybil nodes,
whose node IDs share at least the ﬁrst c bits with an index key K, and add them into the
botnet. Once a Sybil is chosen on the path of a command lookup, it can re-route the message
or return a false command and terminate the search, and hence, prevent the query bot from
obtaining the real command.
As we can see, Sybil defense shares the same defense principle with index poisoning defense. They both try to manipulate the command lookup path, as shown in Fig. 5.3. Sybil
defense achieves this manipulation by adding new special nodes (controlled by defenders)
to the network, i.e., node B4 in Fig. 5.3 is a Sybil node added by defenders, while index poisoning defense achieves this by poisoning the nodes (bots probably) already in the
network.
Following the same analysis procedure as what we did in Section 5.3.3, the probability
of a bot successfully getting the real command Psuccess can be calculated using Equation
(Eq. 5.1), except that x becomes the probability of choosing a Sybil at each step along the
search path within the target zone, which is NSybil /(NSybil + Ntz ). So
Psuccess = (1 −

NSybil
)ltz
NSybil + Ntz

(Eq. 5.4)

where ltz = log2 (NSybil + Ntz )/∆b, and Ntz = Nbot /2c .
Diﬀering from what used in the index poisoning defense analysis, the size of the network
used in Sybil defense analysis is not the number of the bots, but the total number of bots
and Sybil nodes, i.e., N = Nbot + Nsybil , since Sybil nodes added by defenders are not real
bots.
When a veriﬁcation mechanism for node ID is applied in the botnet (Section 5.4.2) such
that defenders can only conduct random Sybil defense, the whole network becomes the target
zone, i.e., Ntz = Nbot . Simply substituting Ntz in Equation (Eq. 5.4) by Nbot , we can get the
following formula to compute Psuccess in this “random” Sybil defense.
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Psuccess = (1 −

NSybil
)log2 (NSybil +Nbot )/∆b
NSybil + Nbot

(Eq. 5.5)

It is shown in Fig. 5.6 that under the same circumstance targeted Sybil defense outperforms the random one. This is because in the former case, Sybil nodes with specially chosen
IDs have more chances to appear along a search path than those in the latter case. With
limited resources that defenders may use to launch Sybil defense, if the Sybil nodes are closer
to the key K (i.e., larger c), the defense performance would be better. Furthermore, Sybil
defense is more eﬀective if the network is smaller.
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Figure 5.6: Performance of Sybil defense technique illustrated by numerical results

5.4.4

Simulation Evaluation

We use simulation experiments as well to verify our analysis. The network settings
and parameter conﬁgurations are the same as those used in Section 5.3.4. The botnet is a
Kademlia-base P2P network, with a D(1, 1, 8) routing table structure and node ID or key of
16 bits long (m=16).
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between analytical and simulation results of Psuccess for Sybil defense.
The simulated P2P botnet is Kademlia-based with a D(1, 1, 8) routing table structure, and
c = 3.
We assume NSybil Sybil nodes, whose node IDs share at least the ﬁrst 3 bits (c=3) with a
given key, are added by defenders during the construction of the botnet. When the botnet is
built up, the whole network has N = Nbot + NSybil nodes, and Nqeury bots will start querying
for commands. Again, we use 20 simulation runs to obtain the average simulation results.
The simulation results along with the numerical results are plotted in Fig. 5.7, which show
that our analysis is consistent with the simulations.

5.5

Passive Monitoring of Peer-to-Peer Botnet

Botnet monitoring is an important component in the overall botnet defense. A good
monitoring could collect valuable information about the botnet under observation, such as
the size of the botnet, the unique features of the botnet network traﬃc, and the identities
of bots, etc.
Monitoring systems can be classiﬁed as either active or passive. Active monitoring usually
starts with one or a couple of known bots within the network. By actively contacting these
bots, defenders could get to know the identities and information of more bots, and make
contacts with those newly discovered bots in the next round. The monitoring is done actively
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and iteratively until no more unknown bots can be discovered. Passive monitoring is carried
out by Sybil nodes put by defenders in the botnet. Unlike active monitoring, these nodes
do not actively contact other nodes in the network; they only perform the routine tasks like
other normal nodes, such as forwarding traﬃc and responding to queries, like normal nodes.
Nodes that have contacted the monitoring nodes are recorded for further analysis. Passive
monitoring has the advantage of being stealthy, and hence, harder for botmasters to detect
and remove those monitoring nodes from their botnets.
In this section, we provide mathematical analysis of the eﬀectiveness of passive monitoring. In other words, we would like to ﬁgure out how many bots in a P2P botnet that a
passive monitoring node can observe after a certain time period. In this section we address
this problem in a Kademlia-based P2P botnet as well.

5.5.1

Analytical Study

Suppose defenders have set up one passive monitoring node in a P2P botnet. We want
to estimate the number of bots that have a monitoring node in their routing tables, denoted
as Nrouting . According to Kademlia protocol, a node would contact nodes in its routing table
from time to time because of query or routing table refresh activities. Therefore, Nrouting is
the lower bound for the number of bots that can be observed by a monitoring node.
In a Kademlia-based P2P botnet with N nodes, we denote each node as Bi , where
i = 1, 2, ..., N , and the time of node Bi joining the network is denoted as ti , where we
assume ti < tj , if i < j, and ti ̸= tj , if i ̸= j, i.e, no two nodes join the network at the same
time. Moreover, when node Bi joins the network, the current size of the network is denoted
as Ni . Because of the way we index the nodes, we can easily know that Ni = i.
To compute the number of nodes who have a speciﬁc node Bi in their routing tables, we
need to consider two types of nodes: the nodes joining the network before Bi , referred as
Nodesbef ore , and the nodes joining the network after Bi , referred as Nodesaf ter .
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When node Bi joins the network, there are already Ni−1 = i−1 nodes in the network. We
can classify these Ni−1 nodes into m groups. The c-th group (c = 0, 1, 2, · · · , m − 1) contains
the nodes whose IDs share the ﬁrst c bits with node Bi ’s ID but diﬀer at the (c + 1)-th
bit. Because node IDs are uniformly distributed, the number of nodes in the c-th group
is Nshare (c) = Ni−1 /2c+1 . If a node in the c-th group whose c-th bucket is not full (i.e.,
Nshare (c) ≤ k), it will add node Bi in this bucket, otherwise it will not contain node Bi in
its routing table. As c increases, the size of c-th group is monotonously decreasing. When
0 ≤ c < c0 where c0 = ⌈logNi−1 /k −1⌉ (c0 is obtained by letting Nshare (c) = k), Nshare (c) > k,
and hence, we do not need to consider nodes in these groups. Therefore the number of
Nodesbef ore who would add node Bi into their routing tables can be calculated as follows:

Nbef ore (i) =

m−1
∑
c=c0

Ni−1
,
2c+1

(Eq. 5.6)

where c0 = ⌈logNi−1 /k −1⌉, which is obtained by letting Nshare = k.
After node Bi has joined the network, for the nodes joining in later on, they may add
node Bi into their routing tables as well. Let’s consider a node Bj , i < j, the probability of
these two nodes’ IDs sharing the ﬁrst c bits but diﬀering at the (c + 1)-th bit is
N

j
2m−(c+1) − 2c+1
1
Pshare (c) =
=
, c = 0, 1, ..., m − 1.
2m − Nj
2c+1

(Eq. 5.7)

Suppose node Bi and node Bj share the ﬁrst c bits but diﬀer at the (c + 1)-th bit in
their IDs, there are Nshare (c) = Nj−1 /2c+1 candidates for node Bj to pick and add to its c-th
k-bucket, and node Bi is in this candidate set. We can consider two possible scenarios. When
Nshare (c) > k, node Bj randomly picks k nodes from the candidate set to put in its routing
table; when Nshare (c) ≤ k, all the nodes in the candidate set will be chosen. Therefore, the
probability of node Bj adding node Bi into its routing table is
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Padd (c) =

k
Nj−1
2c+1

,

Nj−1
2c+1

>k
(Eq. 5.8)
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Let c1 = ⌈logNj−1 /k −1⌉, i.e., Nj−1 /2c1 +1 = k, we can rewrite Equation (Eq. 5.8) and get
Equation (Eq. 5.9).
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(Eq. 5.9)
c ≥ c1

Therefore, the number of Nodesaf ter that would have node Bi in its routing table can be
calculated as follows:

Naf ter (i) =

m−1
∑

Pshare (c) × Padd (c)

(Eq. 5.10)

c=0

For a speciﬁc node Bi , the total number of nodes having it in their routing tables is

Nrouting (i) = Nbef ore (i) + Naf ter (i)

(Eq. 5.11)

and the average number of nodes that have a monitoring node in their routing tables is

N routing

5.5.2

N
1 ∑
=
Nrouting (i)
N i=1

(Eq. 5.12)

Simulation Evaluation

Still we simulate the same Kademlia-based P2P botnet as the one in Section 5.3.4 and
Section 5.4.4. We carry out two types of experiments: network without churn and with
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between analytical and simulation results of N routing . The simulated
P2P botnet is Kademlia-based with a D(1, 1, 8) routing table structure.
churn, where churn refers to the network dynamics caused by nodes’ joining and leaving
activities.
In the network without churn, we consider once the botnet is constructed, the botnet is
stable, i.e., no nodes will leave the network and no more nodes will join the network as well.
N routing , the average number of nodes which have a given monitoring node in their routing
tables for diﬀerent scales of network is shown in Fig. 5.8(a). We can see that our analysis
precisely estimates N routing .
However, in the real world, the churn does exist in P2P botnets. To make our experiment
more realistic, we introduce the churn events in our simulations. In our simulated P2P network, node joining and node leaving events will happen, and we assume the time interval between two churn events tchurn follows a truncated normal distribution (i.e., tchurn ∼ N (µ, σ 2 )
and tchurn > 0). In order not to favor any one of the node joining and node’s leaving, we set,
when a churn event happens, the probability of it being a node’s joining Pin and of it being
a node’s leaving Pout to be the same, i.e., they are both 50%.
Fig. 5.8(b) shows our simulation results when considering churn. In our experiments,
all simulations run for the same amount of time (30,000 unit time) and tchurn follows the
same distribution (µ = 15 and σ = µ/3). As a result, in each simulation, there are around
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2000 node joining/leaving events. If the size of the network is small, only a small fraction
of original bot nodes (e.g., the ﬁrst N nodes) still exist in the network when the simulation
ends. But in a relatively large network, a large fraction of original nodes still exist in the
network. For example, when N =200, there are around 4%-5% of the ﬁrst 200 nodes still in
the network at the end of the simulation; while when N =30,000, 96% of the original 30,000
nodes remain in the network. From another perspective, we can view this phenomenon as
the illustration of monitoring performance under diﬀerent churn intensities. Since in our
experiments, we cover the sizes of network from 200, 500, . . . 30,000, we have considered the
monitoring performance under diﬀerent churn intensities. As what is shown in Fig. 5.8(b),
our analysis can still well evaluate N routing even with churn.

5.6

Others Countermeasures

In the following, we present several general ideas to counter P2P botnets.

5.6.1

Detection

Being able to detect bot infection can stop a new-born botnet in its infant stage. Signaturebased malware detection is eﬀective and still widely used. But anti-signature techniques,
such as polymorphic technique [72], make it possible for malware to evade such detection
systems. Therefore, instead of doing static analysis, defenders start considering dynamic
information for detection. The system proposed by Gu et al. [59] is one based on dynamic
pattern matching.
Anomaly detection is another direction, since bots usually exhibit diﬀerent behaviors
from legitimate P2P users, such as sending queries periodically, always querying for the
same content, or repeatedly querying but never downloading.
Besides, distributed detection is another approach, such as a self-defense infrastructure
presented in [130], and two approaches against ultra-fast topological worms in [128].
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5.6.2

Monitoring

Monitoring botnets help people better understand their motivations, working patterns,
evolution of designs, etc. There are two eﬀective ways to conduct P2P botnet monitoring.
For parasite and leeching P2P botnets, we can choose legitimate nodes in the host P2P
networks as sensors for botnet monitoring. Usually sensors are peers that play important
roles in the network communication, such as ultrapeers in Gnutella networks, thus more
information can be collected. In DHT-based P2P networks, the search path of a speciﬁc
key is relatively ﬁxed, even if the search starts at diﬀerent nodes. So the sensor selection
depends on the monitoring targets and routing algorithm implemented in the system.
Honeypot techniques [105] are widely used for botnet monitoring. The way to set up
honeypots in a P2P botnet is similar to choosing sensors. The diﬀerence is that honeypots
are hosts added to the network on purpose by defenders, while sensors are chosen from the
nodes who are already in the network.

5.6.3

Shutdown

The ultimate purpose of studying botnets is to shut them down. We can either 1) remove
discovered bots, or 2) shut down C&C channels of botnets.
Botnet construction relying on bootstrapping is vulnerable during its early stage. Isolating or shutting down bootstrap servers or the bots in the initial list that are hard-coded in
bot code can eﬀectively prevent a new-born botnet from growing into a real threat.
P2P botnets can also be shut down or partially disabled by removing bot members. There
are two modes of bot removal: random and targeted. The former means disinfecting the host
whenever it is identiﬁed as a bot. The latter means removing critical bots, such as the ones
that are important for C&C communication, when we have the knowledge of the topology
or C&C architecture of a P2P botnet. We have studied these two types of removal on the
proposed hybrid P2P botnet in Chapter 4.
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Shutting down detected bots is slow in disabling a botnet and sometimes impossible to do
(e.g., you have no control of infected machines abroad). So a more eﬀective and feasible way
is to interrupt botnet C&C communication such that bots cannot receive orders from their
botmaster. This approach has been carried out well for centralized botnets through shutting
down the central C&C sites, but is believed to be more diﬃcult to do for P2P botnets.
However, we ﬁnd that this general understanding of “P2P botnets are much more robust
against defense” is misleading. In fact, index-based P2P botnets are as vulnerable as centralized botnets, if the counter defense methods we presented in Section 5.3.2 and 5.4.2 are
not implemented. Index poisoning defense (Section 5.3) and Sybil defense (Section 5.4) can
be quite eﬀective to ﬁght against such botnets.

5.7

Discussion

It is worthy to point out that the search process we discussed in Section 5.3.3 and Section
5.4.3 can be performed in two diﬀerent manners – iterative and recursive. Let us use the
scenario presented in Fig. 5.3 to explain the diﬀerence between these two search modes:
the iterative search route would be A → B1 → A → B2 → A → B3 → A → B4 → A →
B5 → A → D, while the recursive search route would be A → B1 → B2 → B3 → B4 →
B5 → D → B5 → B4 → B3 → B2 → B1 → A. A P2P protocol could use either one
of them. For instance, Kademlia employs the iterative search algorithm, and the Nugache
P2P botnet has implemented the recursive routing. Although the routes are diﬀerent, our
analysis applies to both of the search algorithms. This is because, in our analysis, what we
care about is the number of distinct nodes that a search message would go through besides
node A and node D within a target zone; this number depends on the length of the path
A → B1 → B2 → B3 → B4 → B5 → D, and in both search cases this length is the same.
In addition, as we mentioned before, the ideas of index poisoning and Sybil were ﬁrst
introduced in legitimate P2P networks, and passive monitoring can also be deployed in
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current P2P ﬁle sharing networks. When P2P botnets use the same P2P protocols, these
techniques can be leveraged to ﬁght against these botnets as well. Therefore, our analysis
of these three techniques is applicable to not only P2P botnets, but also to legitimate P2P
systems. Moreover, in our analysis, we mainly talked about P2P botnets utilizing Kademlia
for command and control; however, index poisoning defense and Sybil defense techniques are
also valid for P2P botnets that rely on P2P networks for other communication, such as Storm
botnet, which utilizes a P2P network to help bots join its hierarchical multi-tier command
and control network. Therefore, our analysis is valid for general P2P botnets, no matter
whether they use P2P networks for command dissemination, or for other communications.

5.8

Summary

This chapter focused on P2P botnet countermeasures, which include three main directions: detection, monitoring and mitigation. Speciﬁcally, we studied two mitigation approaches — index poisoning defense and Sybil defense, and one monitoring approach —
passive monitoring. They all are against Kademlia-based P2P botnets. Index poisoning defense and Sybil defense share a similar idea, which is they both try to disrupt the command
and control channel by manipulating the command lookup path, thus bots cannot successfully get commands. As for passive monitoring, it is usually carried out by Sybil nodes added
by defenders in a botnet, and they passively wait for bots to contact them. Passive monitoring has the advantage of being stealthy. We provided accurate mathematical analysis on
the eﬀectiveness of these three techniques, which give guidance to defenders when deploying
them.
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CHAPTER 6: HONEYPOT-AWARE BOTNETS

6.1

Introduction

In recent years, honeypot techniques have become popular, and security researchers have
generated many successful honeypot-based attack analysis and detection systems, such as
those we reviewed in Chapter 2. Especially, more people start leveraging honeypot techniques
to monitor and mitigate botnets. Because of this, attackers constructing and maintaining
botnets will sooner or later try to ﬁnd ways to avoid honeypot traps.
Therefore, in this chapter, we present how botmasters might attempt to remove honeypot
traps when constructing and maintaining their botnets. This knowledge is useful for security
professionals to be better prepared for more advanced botnet attacks in the near future.
Unlike hardware or software speciﬁc honeypot detection methods [102, 44, 21], the honeypot
detection methodology presented here is based on a general principle that is hardware and
software independent: security defenders who set up honeypots have liability constraint
such that they cannot allow their honeypots to send out real attacks to cause damage to
others, while botmasters do not need to follow this constraint. As laws are developed to
combat cybercrime in the coming years, security experts deploying honeypots will probably
incur more liability constraint than they have today, because they knowingly allow their
honeypots to be compromised by attackers. If they fail to perform due diligence by securing
their honeypot from damaging other machines, they will be considered negligent.
We systematically study honeypot detection that could be deployed by attackers based
on the above general principle. Although Lance Spitzner [104] and Richard Salgado [101]
addressed the basic potential legal issues of honeypots, their discussion was general and
didn’t provide details of what attackers might exploit the legal issues and how to deal with
such exploits.
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Based on this principle, we present a novel honeypot detection approach, which is simple
but eﬀective. Botmasters could command their botnets to actively send out malicious traﬃc
(or counterfeit malicious traﬃc) to one or several other compromised computers. These
computers behave as “sensors”. Botmasters can then determine whether a bot is actually a
honeypot or a veriﬁed vulnerable victim machine based on whether or not the sensors observe
the complete and correct attack traﬃc transmitted from this bot. Simulation experiments
show that current standard honeypot and honeynet programs are vulnerable to the proposed
attack.
The above honeypot detection approach will also falsely treat some normal computers as
honeypots: these computers are subject to security egress ﬁltering such that their outgoing
malicious traﬃc are blocked. This false positive in honeypot detection, however, does not
matter to botmasters. If a bot computer cannot send out malicious traﬃc, it is better
be removed from a botnet, no matter whether it is a honeypot or a well managed normal
computer.
To detect a hijacked C&C server in a centralized botnet, botmasters can issue a test
command via the server under inspection that causes botnet members to send trivial traﬃc
to the botmasters’ “sensors”. The hijacked server can then easily be detected if the command
is not carried out or is not carried out correctly. In addition, botmasters can detect C&C
servers hijacked via DNS redirection [47] by checking whether the IP addresses resolved by
DNS queries match the real IP addresses of their servers.
Compared with the currently popular centralized botnets, a P2P botnet is much harder
for the security community to monitor and eliminate. Here we present a simple but eﬀective
P2P botnet construction technique via a novel “two-stage reconnaissance” Internet worm
attack, which is also capable of detecting and removing infected honeypots during the worm
propagation stage.
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6.2

Honeypot Detection in Centralized Botnets

6.2.1

Centralized Botnets

Most botnets currently known in the Internet are controlled by botmasters via a hierarchical network structure, which is highly centralized. Fig. 1.1(a) illustrates the basic network
structure of a typical botnet (for simplicity, we only show a botnet with two C&C servers).
The bots frequently attempt to connect with one or several C&C servers to retrieve commands from the botnet attacker for further actions. These commands are usually issued from
another compromised computer (to hide botmaster’s real identity) to all C&C servers. To
prevent defenders from shutting down the command and control channel, botmasters usually
use multiple redundant servers in their botnets.
To set up C&C servers ﬂexibly, botmasters usually hard-code the servers’ domain names
rather than their IP addresses in all bots [47]. Botmasters also try to keep their C&C servers
mobile by using dynamic DNS (DDNS) [120], a resolution service that facilitates frequent
updates and changes in machine location. Each time a C&C server is detected and shut
down by its user, botmasters can simply create another C&C server on a new compromised
machine and update the DDNS entry to point to the new one.
In the rest of Section 6.2, we discuss how botmasters can thwart the two botnet trapping
techniques mentioned in Section 2.3, respectively.

6.2.2

Detection of Honeypot Bots

First, we introduce a method to detect honeypots that are infected and acting as bots in
a botnet. The general principle is to have an infected computer send out certain malicious or
“counterfeit” malicious traﬃc to one or several remote computers that are actually controlled
by the botmaster. These remote computers behave as “sensors” for the botmaster. If the
sensors receive the “complete” and “correct” traﬃc from the infected host, then the host is
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considered “trusted” and is treated as a normal bot instead of a honeypot. Since honeypot
administrators do not know which remote computers contacted are the botmaster’s sensors
and which ones might be innocent computers, they cannot defend against this honeypot
detection technique without incurring the risk of attacking innocent computers.

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the procedure of detecting honeypot bots in a centralized botnet
This honeypot detection procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. A newly infected computer
cannot join a botnet before it is veriﬁed. This potential bot machine must ﬁrst send out
malicious traﬃc to many targets, including the botmaster’s secret sensor (unknown to the
newly infected machine). When the botmaster’s sensor receives the traﬃc and veriﬁes the
correctness of the traﬃc (ensuring that it was not modiﬁed by a honeypot), the sensor
informs the bot controller (e.g. the botmaster or a C&C server) of the bot’s IP address.
The bot controller then authorizes the checked bot so that the bot can join the botnet. To
prevent the possibility of a single point of failure, a botmaster could set up multiple sensors
for this test.
This honeypot detection procedure can be performed on a newly infected computer before
it is allowed to join a botnet. Such a botnet has a built-in authorization mechanism. The
botmaster (or the C&C server) uploads the authorization key to the host and allows it to join
the botnet only after the host passes the honeypot detection test. In addition, botmasters
may perform the honeypot detection periodically on botnets to discover additional honeypot
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bots. This could be done whenever botmasters renew their bots’ authorization keys or
encryption keys, or update the botnet software.
This honeypot detection scheme relies on the report of sensors deployed by botmasters.
Therefore, botmasters must ﬁrst ensure that sensor machines themselves are not honeypots.
This is not hard to be done since only a few sensor machines are needed—botmasters can
manually investigate these machines thoroughly beforehand.
Next, we will introduce several illicit activities botmasters might utilize to detect honeypot bots in their centralized botnets.

6.2.2.1

Detection Through Infection

When a computer is compromised and a bot program is installed, some bot programs
will continuously try to infect other computers in the Internet. In this case, a honeypot
must modify or block the outgoing malicious traﬃc to prevent infecting others. Based on
this liability constraint imposed on honeypot security professionals, a botmaster could let
compromised computers send malicious infection traﬃc to her sensors.
Some honeypots, such as the GenII honeynets [92], have Network Intrusion Prevention
System (NIPS) that can modify outbound malicious traﬃc to disable the exploit. To detect
such honeypots, botmasters’ sensors need to verify that the traﬃc sent from bots are not
altered (e.g., using MD5 signature).
It is also important that a newly compromised bot does not send malicious traﬃc to the
sensors alone after the initial compromise. It must hide the honeypot checking procedure
to prevent defenders from allowing the initial honeypot detection traﬃc going out. To hide
the sensor’s identity, a bot could put the sensors’ IP addresses at a random point in the IP
address list to be scanned. For a bot that infects via email, the sensors’ email addresses
could be put at a random point in the outgoing email address list. This procedure will delay
the newly infected computer’s participation in the botnet, but a botmaster would be willing
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to incur this slight delay to secure their botnet, because a botnet has long term use to its
botmaster.
This honeypot detection technique is diﬃcult for honeypot defenders to deal with. Honeypot defenders cannot block or even modify the outgoing infection traﬃc. Without accurate
binary code analysis, honeypot defenders will not be able to know which target IPs belong
to the botmaster’s sensors. A botmaster can make the code analysis even harder by obfusticating or encrypting sensors’ IP addresses in the code.

6.2.2.2

Detection Through Other Illicit Activities

Based on our general honeypot detection principle, botmasters can have their botnets
send out other types of illicit traﬃc to sensors for honeypot detection. These illicit activities
include:
Low rate port scanning. By hiding sensors’ IP addresses in the port-scan IP address list, a
bot can detect whether or not it is in a honeypot that limits outgoing connection requests.
For example, GenII honeynet [92] limits the number of outbound connection rate.
Some normal computers are conﬁgured (e.g., installed a ﬁrewall, or a worm detection
software such as [74]) to limit outgoing connection rate as well. To avoid mislabeling such
computers as honeypots, and also to avoid possible detection by users, botmasters should
let their bots conduct a very low rate stealthy port-scan for honeypot detection.
Email spamming. A botmaster could also have a bot send out spam email to one or several
target email addresses owned by the botmaster. These e-mail addresses behave as the honeypot detection sensors. Outgoing email spam, such as “phishing” email [52], could make
honeypot security professionals liable for substantial ﬁnancial losses if they reach real users.
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6.2.3

Detection of Hijacked Command and Control servers

Now we introduce techniques to detect hijacked C&C servers. With the help from Dynamic DNS providers, Dagon et al. presented an eﬀective botnet sinkhole that can change
the domain name mapping of a detected C&C server to point to a monitoring machine [47].
This way, the monitor receives connection requests from most (if not all) bots in the botnet.
Conceptually speaking, the monitor becomes a hijacked C&C server, which is similar to a
honeypot in term of functionality.
From a botmaster’s perspective, the botnet monitor is very dangerous, because security
professionals can learn most of the IP addresses of bots in a botnet — the monitor owners
can easily provide a “black-list” of these IP addresses to the security community or potential
victims. For this reason, botmasters will do everything they can to eliminate a hijacked
C&C server from their botnets. In this section, we present two diﬀerent techniques that
botmasters might use to achieve this goal.

6.2.3.1

Command and Control Server DNS Query Check

When a C&C server is hijacked by the DNS redirection method presented in [47], the
IP address of the C&C server returned by DNS query will not be the IP address of the real
server. Although bots in a botnet know the domain names instead of the actual IP addresses
of the C&C servers, the botnet owner can easily learn all the IP addresses of the botnet’s
C&C servers, because these computers are compromised by the botmaster and are running
the botmaster’s bot controlling program.
Therefore, a botmaster can keep an up-to-date DNS mapping table of all C&C servers.
Using one compromised computer as a sensor, the botmaster can have this sensor continuously send DNS queries to resolve the name and IP address mapping of all C&C servers in
the botnet and then compare the results with the real domain name mapping table. Besides
the short time period right after the botmaster changes the C&C server’s IP address, this
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continuous DNS query procedure is always able to detect whether or not a hijacked C&C
server is present in the botnet. If a hijacked server is detected, the botmaster can immediately use other C&C servers to issue a command to update the domain names in all bots,
thus obviating further compromise from the hijacked one.

6.2.3.2

Command and Control Server Command Channel Check

The above DNS query check is an eﬀective way to detect DNS redirection of C&C servers.
However, it is possible for security defenders to conduct a more stealthy monitoring by
actually capturing and monitoring a C&C server. In this case, the DNS query check will not
work.
To detect such a physically hijacked C&C server, a botmaster can use the same honeypot
detection principle we described before. The botnet owner checks whether or not a C&C
server passes the botmaster’s commands to bots. The monitor presented in [47] is called
“sinkhole” because it does not pass any botmaster’s commands to bots. In fact, a hijacked
C&C server puts a much more serious liability burden on security defenders than a normal
compromised honeypot. If it passes a botmaster’s command to bots in a botnet, the defender
could potentially be liable for attacks sent out by thousands of computers in the botnet. For
this reason, security defenders do not dare to let a hijacked C&C server send out a single
command. Even if the command seems harmless from previous experience, it is always
possible that a botnet implements its unique command system. In this case, a known trivial
command based on previous experience could possibly conduct harmful task such as deleting
ﬁles on all of the compromised computers, or launching DDoS attacks against risky targets.
Based on this, a botmaster can issue a trivial command to the C&C server under inspection without passing the command to other C&C servers. The trivial command orders
a small number of bots to send a speciﬁc service request to the botmaster’s sensor (e.g., a
compromised web server). Bots will not be exposed by this action since they simply send
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out some normal service requests. If the sensor does not receive the corresponding service
requests, the botmaster knows that the C&C server has been hijacked (or is at least not
working as required).

6.2.4

Discussion

Honeypot detection procedure will make an infected computer waiting for a while before
it can join a botnet. However, this time delay does not aﬀect the infection speed of computers
by a botnet. Because most botnets are used by botmasters as long-time attacking tools, the
time delay caused by honeypot detection for infected computers joining a botnet, even as
long as several hours or a day, is usually not an issue for botmasters. Therefore, it is not
very important for botmasters to consider the trade-oﬀ issue between time and accuracy in
detecting honeypots.
When deploying a sensor to detect honeypot bots in a botnet, the sensor machine must
not be overwhelmed by the testing traﬃc sent by bots. When conducting honeypot detection,
each tested bot only needs to send one piece of testing traﬃc (such as a connection, an email
spam, a copy of infection code) to the sensor. Thus a sensor machine is not likely to be
overloaded by honeypot detection traﬃc in most cases, unless bots in a large-size botnet
send their test traﬃc to the sensor at exactly the same time. To prevent such a rare overload
event happens in a large-size botnet, the botmaster could command bots to randomly choose
their report time within a time period in order to spread the test traﬃc load.
When using continuous DNS queries to test whether a C&C server is hijacked by defenders
or not, the sensor machine sending out these DNS queries might be detected by defenders
because of the abnormal DNS queries. Botmasters could prevent this exposure by: (1).
slowing down the query frequency; (2). using multiple sensors conducting this query; or (3).
sending out DNS queries to many Internet DNS servers.
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6.3

6.3.1

Experiment Evaluation

Network System of the Experiments

We conduct experiments to demonstrate the practicability of the proposed honeypot
detection methodology by deploying a standard “GenII honeynet” [92]. Fig. 6.2 illustrates
the network deployment in our experiments. In this network, there are ﬁve computers, and
they are functioning as botnet C&C server, botnet sensor (used for honeypot detection),
network gateway, honeywall, and honeypot respectively.

Figure 6.2: Network deployment for honeypot detection experiments
Currently there is no real Internet botnet that has implemented the proposed honeypot
detection technique. Therefore, in our experiment we extend the Code Red II worm [20]
to generate a basic functioning botnet that incorporates the proposed honeypot detection
technique.
The botnet C&C server and the sensor apply the proposed honeypot detection method,
cooperating with each other to detect honeypots in the entire botnet. The honeypot is a
vulnerable host compromised by the botnet—in experiments, we let the C&C server to send
malicious traﬃc compromising the honeypot. As the botnet continues to spread, the bot
program on the compromised honeypot generates a set of random IP addresses, and sends
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out packets containing malicious code to hosts with those IP addresses. In addition, the
simulated bot program on the honeypot sends out predeﬁned packet to the sensor as well,
and this action could happen at any time during the propagation phase.
Honeywall is an important component of a honeynet. It is a gateway device that separates
honeypots from the rest of the world. Any traﬃc going to or from the honeypot must go
through the honeywall [92]. We use Honeywall CDROM (version roo) to conﬁgure the
honeywall, which is working under the bridge mode.
Two data control and capture tools running on honeywall: IPTables and Snort inline1 .
IPTables behaves as a ﬁrewall. It limits the rate of the outbound (from a honeypot to the
Internet) traﬃc, but allows all inbound (from the Internet to a honeypot) traﬃc. Snort inline
is an intrusion detection system (IDS), monitoring outbound traﬃc instead of inbound trafﬁc in our experiments. If a packet is not dropped by IPTables, it will be forwarded to
Snort inline, and Snort inline will analyze it for matches against a user-deﬁned rule set and
perform actions such as dropping, modifying, or rejecting the packet, etc [16].
The gateway in Fig. 6.2 is supposed to connect to the Internet, accepting and forwarding
any packets targeting all other IP addresses. To prevent malicious traﬃc going out, in our
experiment the gateway does not connect to the Internet and drops all packets going out.
We conduct two types of experiments to show that both data control mechanisms—
IPTables and Snort inline—could cause a honeypot being detected by the proposed attack.
In our experiments, instead of using real botnet codes, we emulate botnet infection and bot
scanning process.
1

New version of Snort has integrated the functionality of Snort inline. What is running on a honeywall
is actually Snort. But we still use Snort inline in the dissertation in order to diﬀerentiate Snort inline from
other functionalities of Snort
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6.3.2

Honeypot Detection—IPTables

In this experiment, we evaluate the honeypot detection due to the usage of IPTables on
honeywall. In our experiment, IPTables is conﬁgured to allow 6 outbound TCP connection
attempts per hour, and Snort inline is not running. The abridged log ﬁle of IPTables in this
experiment is shown below:

Figure 6.3: Abridged log ﬁle of IPTables on the honeywall
The ﬁrst entry in Fig. 6.3 is an inbound traﬃc from the C&C server (10.0.0.1) to the
honeypot (10.0.0.3). This traﬃc causes the honeypot to be infected and installed with
the bot program. The next 6 entries are all outbound traﬃc from the honeypot to diﬀerent
destinations, which implies the honeypot has been infected and starts to propagate by sending
out probing traﬃc to randomly generated IP addresses. Only two IP addresses have been
scanned because MS Windows will try to connect to each IP address 3 times. After these
6 outbound connection attempts, the IPTables has reached its blocking threshold. The last
entry shows that, the outbound packet, which goes to the botnet sensor (10.0.0.5), is dropped
by IPTables because the limit of outbound traﬃc has been reached. In this experiment, the
botnet sensor is able to detect the honeypot due to the blocked traﬃc that originally targets
the sensor.
If the packet sending to the botnet sensor is among the ﬁrst 6 TCP connections, our
experiment shows that the packet will successfully arrive the botnet sensor, which could
cause the honeypot undetected by the botnet. Therefore, botmasters would mostly likely
make their bots connecting to sensors after sending out a number of scans.
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6.3.3

Honeypot Detection—Snort inline

In this experiment, the Snort inline is activated. One primary function of Snort inline in
honeywall is to detect outgoing malicious traﬃc, and then either drop it or modify it to be
unmalicious. In this experiment, Snort inline contains the rule shown in Fig. 6.4 to change
a Code Red II [20] packet to become unmalicious.

Figure 6.4: Snort inline rule to modify Code Red II outgoing packets
In the experiment, the honeypot sends out a packet containing the Code Red II worm to
the sensor, Snort inline captures the packet and modiﬁes its content, as shown in Fig. 6.4,
to a same length of unharmful text. Fig. 6.5 shows the related entry in Snort inline’s log
ﬁle. Even though the sensor (10.0.0.5) can receive this packet, the botnet still detects the
honeypot because the content of the required packet has been changed.

Figure 6.5: Related Snort inline log entry on honeywall
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6.4

Honeypot Detection in Peer-to-Peer Botnets

Most current botnets in the Internet use the hierarchical structure (or the centralized
topology discussed in [43]) introduced in the previous Section 6.2.1. To increase the availability of the C&C channels in a centralized botnet, a botmaster has to increase the number
of C&C servers in the botnet. This will increase the ﬁnancial cost of maintaining the botnet,
since the botmaster will need to purchase more Dynamic DNS domain names. In addition,
the botnet is susceptible to C&C server hijacking, which exposes the identity of the entire
botnet to security professionals, as was illustrated in [47].
To botmasters, changing a botnet’s control architecture to be peer-to-peer is a natural
way to make a botnet harder to be shut down by defenders. In recent years, botmasters
have tested and implemented diﬀerent kinds of preliminary P2P botnets such as Slapper
[28], Sinit [15], Phatbot [12] and Nugache [77]. Some researchers have studied P2P botnet
designs [121,124]. Therefore, we believe more P2P botnets will be created in the near future.
Botmasters will need to come up with a new honeypot detection technique for a P2P
botnet. In a P2P botnet, each bot contains a list of IP addresses of other bots that it can
connect with, which is called “peer list” [124]. Because there are no central authorities to
provide authentication in a P2P botnet, each bot must make its own decision, or collaborate
with its peers, to decide whether its hosted machine is a honeypot or not. In this dissertation,
we present a simple but eﬀective advanced worm, called “two-stage reconnaissance worm”,
that can be used to distributively detect honeypots as it propagates.

6.4.1

Two-Stage Reconnaissance Worm

A two-stage reconnaissance worm is designed to have two parts: the ﬁrst part compromises a vulnerable computer and then decides whether this newly infected machine is a
honeypot or not; the second part contains the major payload and also the authorization
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component allowing the infected host to join the constructed P2P botnet. Due to the diﬀerent roles in a worm propagation, we call the ﬁrst part the “spearhead ”, the second part the
“main-force” of the worm.

Figure 6.6: Illustration of the propagation procedure of a two-stage reconnaissance worm
A simple way to verify whether a newly compromised host is a honeypot or not is to check
whether or not the worm on it can infect other hosts in the Internet. Fig. 6.6 illustrates the
propagation procedure of a two-stage reconnaissance worm in infecting host B and checking
whether it is a honeypot or not. First, the vulnerable host B is infected by the spearhead
of the worm, which contains the exploiting code and the peer list. Second, the spearhead
on host B keeps scanning the Internet to ﬁnd targets (such as host C) to infect with the
spearhead code. Third, after the spearhead on host B successfully compromises m hosts
(include both vulnerable and already-infected ones), it tries to download the main-force of
the worm from any host in its peer list that has the main-force component. The main-force
code lets the worm join the constructed botnet via the authorization key contained in the
main-force (e.g., the authorization key could be a private public key).
By deploying such a two-stage reconnaissance worm, the botnet is constructed with a
certain time delay as the worm spreads. This means that some infected hosts will not be able
to join the botnet, since they could be cleaned before the main-force is downloaded. However,
this does not aﬀect the botnet, since it makes no diﬀerence to the botmaster whether or not
the botnet contains bots that will be quickly removed by security defenders.
In fact, it is not a new idea to spread a worm in two stages. Blaster worm and Sasser
worm used a basic FTP service to transfer the main code of the worm after compromising
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a remote vulnerable host [37]. The two-stage reconnaissance worm presented here can be
treated as an advanced two-stage worm by adding the honeypot detection functionality into
the ﬁrst-stage exploit code.
The reconnaissance worm described above needs a separate procedure (Procedure 3 as
shown in Fig. 6.6) to obtain the complete bot code. This could be a problem for a botnet
since the original Host A might be unaccessible from others, or Host A has changed its
IP address when Host Be tries to get the main-force worm code. To deal with this issue,
the worm could combine the main-force code together with the spearhead code, but ﬁrst
deactivate and possibly encrypt the main-force code at the beginning. After the spearhead
code veriﬁes that a hosted machine is not honeypot, it will unpack and execute the mainforce code. One drawback of this approach is that honeypot defenders can easily obtain the
main-force code even when their honeypots are not able to join the botnet.

6.4.2

An Advanced Two-Stage Reconnaissance Worm in Response to “Double
Honeypot” Defense

Tang and Chen [117] presented a “double-honeypot” system where all the outgoing traﬃc
from the ﬁrst honeypot is redirected to a dual honeypot. If the dual honeypot is set up to
emulate a remote vulnerable host, then the dual honeypot can fool the above two-stage
reconnaissance worm into believing that the ﬁrst honeypot is a real infected host.

Figure 6.7: The procedure in counterattacking dual-honeypot defense by an advanced twostage reconnaissance worm (host A is the bot under inspection; host C is in A’s peer list
that has the main-force code.)
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This vulnerability of the two-stage reconnaissance worm is due to: (1). a spearhead
makes the decision by itself whether a remote host is infected or not; and (2). a dual
honeypot can emulate any outside remote host with arbitrary IP address. To detect such
a dual-honeypot defense system, botmasters can design an even more advanced two-stage
reconnaissance worm that propagates as following (illustrated in Fig. 6.7):
• When an infected host A ﬁnds and infects a target host B, it records host B’s IP
address. Host A continues ﬁnding and infecting others in this way. Host A has a peer
list for connecting neighboring bots. The peer list can be constructed according to the
P2P botnet designs presented in [121, 124].
• Host B sets up a TCP connection with every host in host A’s peer list, telling them
the tuple ⟨A’s IP, B’s IP⟩, which means ”host A has sent the correct exploiting code
to host B”. Suppose host C is one of the hosts in A’s peer list. At the time when it
receives the tuple ⟨A’s IP, B’s IP⟩, host C may or may not be a fully-ﬂedged member
of the botnet. Host C records this tuple if the incoming TCP connection is really from
the claimed host B’s IP address.
• After host C obtains the main-force of the worm (host C passes the honeypot detection
test earlier than host A), it informs host A of host B’s IP address, digitally signed by the
private authorization key. This report can be done only by hosts having the main-force
code because the authorization key is in the main-force code.
• If host A ﬁnds B’s IP address in its recorded infection IP list, it knows that it has
infected a real host. After host A ﬁnds out that it has successfully infected m real
hosts, the honeypot detection procedure is over. And then host A tries to download
(and execute)the main-force code from any host in its peer list that has the complete
code.
This reconnaissance worm will not be fooled by a dual-honeypot system because:
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(1) The spearhead in host A chooses IP addresses to scan by itself, thus the real IP address
of a dual honeypot has a negligible probability to actually be scanned by host A without
IP address redirection;
(2) When host B informs hosts in host A’s peer list of the address tuple ⟨A’s IP, B’s IP⟩,
it cannot cheat about its IP address due to the TCP connection;
(3) Only an infected host that is not a honeypot will have the main-force code, and hence,
host A can trust that host C is not a honeypot (without this trusted host C, security
defenders could use honeypots for all three hosts in Fig. 6.7 to fool the spearhead in
host A).
In summary, the advanced reconnaissance worm works because host B cannot lie about
its IP address and host C is trusted.
Security defenders in a local network could use a honeynet to cover a large number of local
IP addresses. To prevent the spearhead in host A from actually scanning and infecting a local
IP address occupied by a honeypot (especially if the worm deploys the “local preference”
scans [134]), the worm can conduct the infection report shown in Fig. 6.7 for global infection
only, i.e., host B is required to be far away from host A.

6.4.3

Modeling and Analysis of Honeypot Detection Time Delay

As described above, an infected host joins in a botnet only after it has executed the mainforce code of the reconnaissance worm. Thus the botnet grows a step behind the propagation
of the worm’s spearhead. This time delay aﬀects when the botmaster can use the botnet
to conduct attacks, or when he/she can upgrade the botnet code. Thus botmasters may
be interested in knowing this time delay. In addition, the time delay also aﬀects the attack
strength by a new-born botnet (some compromised machines have not joined in the botnet
yet due to the honeypot detection procedure), thus security defenders may also be interested
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in knowing the delay time. In this section, we study the time delay caused by honeypot
detection procedure. We present an analytical model for modeling the growth of a botnet
as the two-stage reconnaissance worm spreads.
The modeling presented here tries to show that a two-stage worm will not slow down
botnet construction, even though it adds a delay. The modeling results, as presented below,
show that all infected computers (not including detected honeypots) will join the botnet in
the end, and the machines will join the botnet shortly after the initial infection.
The spearhead of a two-stage reconnaissance worm propagates in way similar to that
of a traditional worm, thus it can be modeled by the popular epidemic model as used
in [87, 106, 133], etc. Since worm modeling is not the focus of this dissertation, we present
a simple model, where the two-stage reconnaissance worm uniformly scans the IP space.
Papers such as [71, 134] have presented modeling of local preference scanning, bandwidthlimited spread, and other worm scanning strategies. The model presented here can be
extended based on the models in those papers for various non-uniform scanning strategies.
Let I(t) denote the total number of infected hosts at time t — whether a host is infected
¯ denotes the number of infected hosts that have
only by the spearhead or by the full worm; I(t)
joined in the botnet by time t, i.e., they have the main-force of the worm. The propagation
of the spearhead can be modeled as [106, 133, 134]:
dI(t)
η
= I(t)[N − I(t)]
dt
Ω

(Eq. 6.1)

where N is the total vulnerable population, η is the worm’s average scan rate per infected
host, Ω is the size of the IP space scanned by the worm.
¯ via “inﬁnitesimal analysis” for the twoFirst, we derive the propagation model of I(t)
stage reconnaissance worm with m = 1, i.e., a spearhead-infected host downloads the mainforce right after it sends out the spearhead and compromises another host. At time t, there
¯
are I(t) infected hosts, among them [I(t) − I(t)]
are infected only by the spearhead — they
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have not infected others yet. At the next small time interval δ, each spearhead-only infected
host will have the probability p = ηδN/Ω to infect another host since there are N targets
to infect (a target host that has already been infected still counts). Therefore, on average
¯
[I(t) − I(t)]p
spearhead-only infected hosts will infect others and download the main-force
of the worm during the small time interval δ. Thus we have,
η
¯ + δ) − I(t)
¯ = [I(t) − I(t)]
¯
¯
I(t
· p = [I(t) − I(t)]N
·δ
Ω

(Eq. 6.2)

Taking δ → 0 yields the botnet growth model (m = 1):
¯
dI(t)
η
¯
= [I(t) − I(t)]N
dt
Ω

(Eq. 6.3)

dI(t)
η
= I(t)[N − I(t)]
dt
Ω
For a general two-stage reconnaissance worm that has m > 1, we can derive the botnet
growth model in the similar way. For example, if m = 2, then we need to add an intermediate
variable I1 (t) to represent the number of spearhead-only infected hosts at time t — each of
them has infected exactly one host at time t. Using the similar inﬁnitesimal analysis as
illustrated above, we can derive the botnet growth model (m = 2):
¯
dI(t)
η
=
I1 (t)N
dt
Ω
¯
dI1 (t)
η
dI(t)
¯
=
[I(t) − I1 (t) − I(t)]N
−
dt
Ω
dt
dI(t)
η
=
I(t)[N − I(t)]
dt
Ω

(Eq. 6.4)

The above two models assume that the spearhead in host A can download and execute
the main-force immediately after it infects m target hosts, which means we assume that at
least one of the hosts in A’s peer list contains the main-force when A wants to download
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the main-force. If the size of the peer list is not too small, this assumption is accurate for
modeling purposes.
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Figure 6.8: Worm propagation and the constructed botnet growth
We use Matlab Simulink [9] to derive the numerical solutions of model (Eq. 6.3) and
model (Eq. 6.4). We use the Code Red worm parameters [136], N = 360, 000, η = 358/min,
Ω = 232 in the calculation and assume one initially infected host. Fig. 6.8 shows the worm
propagation and the botnet growth over time. The propagation speed relationship would be
similar for any other set of worm parameters. This ﬁgure shows that the botnet is constructed
with a certain time delay (depends on m) as the worm spreads, but in the end all infected
hosts will join the P2P botnet. This shows that the method described could potentially
produce a viable and large botnet capable of avoiding current botnet monitoring techniques
quite rapidly.

6.5

Defense Against Honeypot-Aware Botnets

In this section, we discuss how to defend against the general honeypot-aware attacks (not
just botnets) introduced in previous sections.
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6.5.1

Loosen the Restrictions on Honeypot Deployment

The honeypot-aware botnet introduced in this dissertation relies on the basic principle
that security professionals have liability constraints, while attackers do not need to obey
such constraints. The fundamental counterattack by security professionals, therefore, is to
invalidate this principle, or at least loosen the restrictions on honeypot deployment, which
means allowing honeypots under security professionals’ control to actively communicate with
other hosts on the Internet. For example, some national organizations or major security
companies could set up limited-scale honeypot-based detection systems that are authorized
by legal oﬃcials to freely send out malicious traﬃc.
Of course, the law currently regulating cyberspace security is not mature or deﬁned in
many countries; hence, some researchers or security defenders have deployed honeypots that
freely send out malicious attacks. However, such honeypot defense practices are negligent
and unethical. It will become illegal as the laws regarding cyberspace security and liability
gradually mature.
The current popular GenII honeynet [92] has considered preventing attack traﬃc from
being sent, but it does not implement this as strictly as the assumption used in the dissertation. First, it limits outgoing connection rate, thus it is possible that some early honeypot
detection traﬃc could be sent out. Second, it can block or modify only detected outgoing
malicious traﬃc, thus unknown malicious packets are possibly being sent out by honeypots.
For this reason, the GenII honeynet might be able to avoid the honeypot detection conducted by attackers (as explained in Section 6.3); but at the same time, it could actually
infect other computers as well and thus potentially make the honeynet owners liable for the
ensuing damage.
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6.5.2

Crack a Bot

Of course, no one would like to be responsible for damaging other computers, so most of
current research work involving honeypots are conducted in a strictly controlled environment,
i.e., either outgoing traﬃc is prohibited, or the packages sent out have to be 100% harmless.
If a honeypot cannot behavior exactly like a real bot, another direction to evade honeypot
detection is to start with cracking a bot – understand its honeypot detection mechanism,
and then defeat it.
To crack a bot, people usually ﬁrst obtain a copy of the bot binary, and use it to infect
a vulnerable computer in a controlled environment. Thus they are able to monitor its
activities on the system and over the network. Additionally, people might be able to get
important information that have been hard coded by analyzing the bot code. These reverse
engineering technologies are helpful for deciphering the botnet’s communication protocol and
structure, decoding the botnet commands, locating important information, such as a list of
predetermined peers which are bootstrap or command servers. With the ability of knowing
a bot, we propose the following ways to counter honeypot-aware botnets.

6.5.2.1

Target the Honeypot Detection Sensors

As we discussed in Section 6.2, when botmasters deploy sensors to detect honeypots by
checking test traﬃc, they rely on the fact that the identities of sensor machines are secret
to honeypot defenders. Usually botmaster would set up those sensors and hard code the
list of the sensors in the bot code. When a vulnerable host is compromised, this list will be
stored on the machine locally. By comparing the system ﬁles before and after the infection,
it is not hard to locate the ﬁle and decode it. Therefore, if security defenders could quickly
ﬁgure out the identities of sensors before botmasters change their sensor machines, defenders’
honeypots could avoid detection by allowing test traﬃc going out to those sensors.
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6.5.2.2

“Double - Honeypot” Technique

For a P2P botnet, it can also employ the sensor based honeypot detection approach, but in
order to avoid introducing a single point of failure, in Section 6.4 we proposed the distributed
way to detect a honeypot – a two-stage reconnaissance worm. However we also pointed out
that “double-honeypot” idea [117] can compromise the whole process. From Section 6.4.2,
we can see that attackers need to take complicated extra steps in order to avoid being fooled
by double-honeypot traps. By using dual honeypots, or a distributed honeypot network that
can accurately emulate the network traﬃc coming in from the Internet, security defenders can
take proactive roles in deceiving honeypot-aware attacks. For example, security defenders
can build a large-scale distributed honeynet to cover many blocks of IP space, and allow all
malicious traﬃc to pass freely within this honeypot virtual network. This defense will be
ineﬀective if attackers use their own sensors to detect honeypots (as introduced in Section
6.2), but we have provided the solution above for it.

6.5.2.3

Clone a “Bot”

Sometimes it might be very diﬃcult to evade honeypot detection, such as if defenders
cannot ﬁgure the identities of the detection sensors, or when dealing with the advanced
two-reconnaissance worm (6.4.2). The solution to this case is that we do not try to counter
honeypot detection.
As we all know, the main reason that defenders deploy honeypots is to inﬁltrate a botnet,
such that they monitor the botnet and collect information for later analysis. If a honeypot
can be identiﬁed by attacker, it will not be allowed to join the botnet, but it does not mean
that there is no way to inﬁltrate and monitor the botnet. We can take a little detour.
Suppose we can decode the C&C architecture and communication protocols employed by a
botnet, and actually current reverse engineering technologies can help us achieve this, we
may be able to develop our own “bot”, which behaviors in the similar manner but without
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the malicious capabilities, just like a “cloned bot”. Take “Walowdac” [111] for instance, it
is a clone of the Waledac bot, with the communication features of Waledac but without any
harm. A host running Walowdac can join the network of Waledac, and publish its identity to
other real bots, because of the lack of validation in Waledac botnet. From this example, we
can see if a complicated honeypot detection mechanism was implemented in Waledac botnet,
a honeypot could not become a real bot, however, by taking advantage of the limitations of
botnet design, it is still possible for use to assist honeypots to do what they are supposed to
do: inﬁltration and monitoring.

6.5.3

Discussion

Internet security attack and defense is an endless war.
For defenders, a very essential factor to win this war is to get to know the adversaries.
The more we understand about honeypot detection techniques that attackers may leverage,
the better that honeypots can perform in the botnet defense. Moreover, advanced reverse
engineering technologies are the key to fast and eﬀective response when facing advanced
botnet attacks.
From attackers’ perspective, there is a trade-oﬀ between detecting honeypots in their
botnets and avoiding botnet exposure to security professionals. If a botmaster conducts
honeypot-aware test on a botnet frequently, honeypots in the botnet can be detected and
removed quickly. But at the same time, the bots in the botnet will generate more outgoing
traﬃc, and hence, they have more chance to be detected and removed by their users or
security staﬀ.
In the end, we should emphasize that even if attackers can successfully detect and remove
honeypots based on the methodology presented in the dissertation, there is still signiﬁcant
value in honeypot research and deployment. Honeypot is a great tool to detect the infection
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vector and the source of Internet attacks. It also provides an easy way in capturing attacking
code to facilitate security analysis and signature generation.

6.6

Summary

In this chapter, we studied honeypot detection and proposed a software- and hardwareindependent honeypot detection methodology which can be applied to designs of honeypotaware botnets. This methodology is based on a general principle that is unlike attackers
who are commanding their bots to conduct malicious activities, defenders cannot allow
controlled computers which have inﬁltrated in a botnet, e.g. honeypots, to launch attacks
or harm other computers on the Internet. Potential honeypot detection techniques following
this methodology for both centralized botnets and P2P botnets were presented, and have
been shown by experiments to be valid. Additionally, we presented ideas of how to defend
against such honeypot-aware botnets.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Nowadays, botnets have become a signiﬁcant part of Internet. They are the major cause
of all kinds of attacks and illicit activities taken place on the Internet. Besides traditional
centralized botnets, P2P botnet appearing in recent years have shown to be very dangerous.
In this work, we explored P2P botnets from multiple angles. After getting a comprehensive
understanding of P2P botnets by dissecting P2P botnets’ life cycle, we came up with an
advanced hybrid P2P botnet with features that make it more resilient and robust against
defenses. Then we specially analyzed three eﬀective P2P botnet countermeasures — index
poisoning defense, Sybil defense and passive monitoring. Furthermore, we have seen that
since honeypot techniques have been used in botnet defense successfully, attackers probably will design honeypot-aware botnets and invalidate the honeypot-based defense systems.
Therefore, we studied honeypot detection as well, to ﬁnd limitations of current honeypot
deployment in security defense and remind researchers of the importance of ﬁnding ways to
build covert honeypots. Our major contributions are summarized in the following section.

7.1

Summary of Contributions

Peer-to-Peer Botnets
(i) A systematic study on P2P botnets.
• The three stages of a P2P botnet’s life cycle — bot member selection, network
construction and botnet operation, were discussed in detail.
• As a result of the study of P2P botnets’ life cycle, a new classiﬁcation of P2P
botnets was presented.
(ii) An advanced hybrid P2P botnet.
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• The features presented in this design make this hybrid P2P botnet robust, easy
to be controlled and hard to be defended.
• We presented two new metrics — connected ratio and degree ratio to evaluate the
robustness of a P2P botnet.
• The results of our simulation based experiments matched our analytical study of
the botnet robustness, also showed the strong resistance of the proposed botnet
against defense.
(iii) P2P botnet countermeasures.
• We discussed a number of countermeasures to defend against P2P botnets. We
especially studied index poisoning defense and Sybil defense techniques, and presented mathematical analysis to evaluate their performance.
• One counter-intuitive ﬁnding was obtained: if the index poisoning defense is valid
(when the botnet adopts existing P2P protocols and relies on ﬁle index to disseminate commands), P2P botnets are equally easy (or hard) to defend compared to
traditional centralized botnets.
• From attackers’ perspective, we proposed a novel and realistic technique that
might be deployed by them to counter the index poisoning defense. This method
guarantees that command related indices can be generated by and only by botmasters, not by ordinary bots.
• We addressed the eﬀectiveness of passive monitoring of P2P botnets by providing
a lower bound for the number of bots that a node controlled by defenders can
monitor.
• We developed a Kademlia-based P2P botnet simulator. All the analytical work
on P2P botnet countermeasures presented in this dissertation have been shown
to be accurate by simulation-based experiments.
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Honeypot-Aware Botnets
(i) A hardware- and software- independent honeypot detection methodology.
• We pointed out a general security principle that could be exploited by attackers
for honeypot detection.
• For centralized botnets, possible honeypot detection techniques based on the general security principle were presented and illustrated to be eﬀective by experiments.
• In order to detect honeypots in P2P botnets, an advanced two-stage reconnaissance worm was designed. Moreover, we presented an analytical model for the
growth of a botnet as the two-stage reconnaissance worm spreads, and the analytical results showed that with the ability of detecting honeypots the botnet can
still propagate rapidly.
• Potential defense directions against honeypot-aware botnets were discussed.

7.2

Future Work

Our work presented in this dissertation is not enough to win the battle against the next
generation botnet attacks. We can further our research in the following directions.
Analysis Veriﬁcation
• Our analysis on the eﬀectiveness of three P2P botnet defense approaches —
index poisoning defense, Sybil defense and passive monitoring was veriﬁed by
simulation-based experiments in Section 5. To make our analysis more convincing, instead of generating a P2P botnet randomly, we can emulate a real botnet
based on the topology obtained from real botnet data. These data can be captured
by active monitoring and we found there are some available at [3].
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• In addition, in Section 6.4.3, we analyzed the botnet propagation time delay
caused by honeypot detection, presented a model and gave numerical results. In
order to verify our analysis, and exhibit the feasibility of a honeypot-aware P2P
botnet, we can perform simulation experiments on real machines in a distributed
environment, such as PlanetLab [13]. We can still use OverSim as the basis of
our botnet implementation. And the SingleHost underlay model provided by
OverSim, i.e., each OverSim instance only emulates a single host, which can be
connected to other instances over existing networks like the Internet, perfectly ﬁts
the real network, like PlanetLab.
Passive Monitoring of P2P Botnets When analyzing the eﬀectiveness of passive monitoring of P2P botnets, we gave a lower bound for the number of bots that an inﬁltrated
node can monitor passively. This lower bound only includes bots who have the monitoring node in their routing tables. But as we know, according to Kademlia protocol,
the longer the monitoring node stays in the botnet, the more bots it will know. So we
can reﬁne our analysis by providing the number of bots an inﬁltrated node can monitor
in terms of the time it has been in the botnet.
Active Monitoring of P2P Botnets In our work, we did not discuss much about active
monitoring, which is an important technique as well. For P2P botnets, people usually
perform active monitoring by crawling the real network in practice. However, it is
worth to have mathematical analysis on the eﬃciency, accuracy and coverage of active
monitoring, starting from its basic idea. This study can give security professionals
some ideas of how to eﬀectively carry out this technique.
P2P Botnets Based on Other Protocols In this dissertation, when discussing defense
strategies against P2P botnets, we mainly focused on Kademlia-based P2P botnets. As
we discussed, there are botnets implementing other P2P protocols, such as Gnutella.
It is also very important to study the countermeasures against these types of botnets.
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New Types of Botnet Attacks To hide their botnets, attackers always try to make the
botnet C&C communication as stealthy as possible. Now besides the communication
approaches we have mentioned in this work, botnets have started using social network as their new communication channel. Studying how this communication protocol
works, how to disrupt this communication channel and etc, could be an interesting
direction to continue our work.
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